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Inthe wake of Magic Johnson’s disclosure
of his HIV infection, Humboldt County
residents, including HSU students, are taking
another look at their behavior.
“The phone has been ringing off the hook,”
said Humboldt County Public Health
Department HIV testing counselor Annie
Cash. “This has been sort of a switch ‘on’ of
the light bulbs in people’s heads. They’re
saying, ‘If Magic can be positive, then I
could be.’”
Cash said people are starting to realize
although they may not have indulged in
“high risk” behaviors such as intravenous
drug use or unprotected homosexual sex,
they may still have contracted the virus.
“This is good,” she said. “We'll see more
and more folks early, more and more women,

and we’ll be able to help more people by
getting it early.
“By identifying (the AIDS virus) early we
can keep folks alive and healthy longer,” she
said.
Cash stressed the importance of caution
and communication between prospective
sexual partners. “Having unprotected sex
with anyone is risky,” she said. “You can’t
look at someone and tell if they’re infected.
“We're seeing a lot more couples (come in
for testing) before they have sex,” she said.
“We're calling it the bonding ritual of the
’90s. The days of casual sex are fading.”
Because the test is anonymous through the
health department, Cash has no way of
officially knowing how many of the people
tested are students, but she said they are “the
majority.”
Keta Paulson, HSU graduate and director
of the HIV testing program at Planned
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missions In the Vietnam War. Campbell was In the Navy from 1960-65, and
served during the Cuban Missile Crisis. Both men spent Monday morning
raising dozens of American flags at two Eureka cemeteries to honor
veterans who died during military service.

AIDS awareness skyrockets
Colleen Futch
CAMPUS EDITOR
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back in chilling
drama about
rape.

Raising Old Glory
Ocean View Cemetery employees Al Acuna, groundskeeper, and Joe
Campbell, stone carver, raised the American flag on Veteran’s Day at the
south Eureka cemetery. Acuna served In the Army from 1972-74, and was
stationed in South Korea, where his company supplied planes flying

drama

Parenthood in Eureka, said she received eight
Calls requesting tests Monday, “where one or
two on a Monday is average.”
“Just for the heck of it] asked what inspired
them tocall and every one said it was because
of Magic Johnson,” she said. “I’m hoping
the number of people getting tested doesn’t
taper off and this will continue to emphasize
the reality of how important HIV testing is in
the heterosexual population.”
Paulson said unprotected sex between
people whose sexual history has not been
discussed is high-risk behavior.
“We're all sleeping with our partner’s
partners,” she said. “The risk is that you
don’t know anything about those people.”
Paulson said one reason for “low-risk”
individuals to get tested is simply to lessen
the anxiety of not knowing.

See AIDS, page 12

In the Currents section of the Nov.
6 Lumberjack, it was erroneously
reported that proceeds from a Nov. 3
Los Lobos show funded scholarships
_ for young Latinos. It was proceeds

from the show’s concessions that
funded the scholarships.

|

The Lumberjack regrets the error
_ and any confusion it may have
caused.
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Looking for a Special Place to Live?
¢ Safe, supportive environment
¢ Quiet neighborhood
«
d meals provided
¢ Full use of computer/printer
¢ Walking distance to HSU
¢ On city

bus line

¢ Spacious living area

Our Home allows you a warm home atmosphere
without the time and drudgery of housekeeping.

i
iliti
Privatee backyard
bai
S¢ Privat

Serious women can devote their time and energy to

¢ Piano, TV, VCR

¢ Good compan

1

;

fully furnished
°¢ Afford
Areas able,
for privacy
Call J udy:

822-6896

educational/career goals.

We provide housekeeping, food purchase and
preparation. Spacious, quiet living in a warm, safe,
supportive environment.

ALL YOU CAN EAT
LUNCH BUFFET
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FIRST THINGS FIRST
N othing surpasses the performance of Capilene® Underwear in
wicking moisture from your skin, helping to keep you warm and dry,
whatever the conditions. Available in four weights and stretch.

FOODS
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HUMBOLD
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GIFTS FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON.

Featuring all the finest food, wine and

MOONSTONE

beer made in Humboldt County—

just for you. Our collection includes
chocolates, coffees, jams, syrups, cookie

Sunday 10-5

naise, salad dressing and more...

F-Sat 8:30-11

1563 G Street * Northtown Arcata « 826-0851

And we ship nationwide.
© Patagonia, Inc., 1991 Photo: WADE McCOY

arranged in gift baskets or custom filled

HOURS:
M-Th 8:30-5:30

mixes, chips & salsa, mustards, mayon-

Enjoy our Espresso Coffee Bar and fresh

_ pastries in a sidewalk cafe setting.

In JaCcoBy's StoreHouse @ ON THE PLAZA @ ARCATA @ 826-2064
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HSU language students cross border
Semester in Mexico strengthens Spanish, introduces culture
Liz Christman
COMMUNITY EDITOR
HSU
students will take
multicultural education across the
border to Mexico next spring to
try to get to know the 23 million
Latinos in the United States better.
Out of about 70 applicants, 25
Students will travel to Oaxaca
(pronounced

Wahaka)

next

semester to participate in a
program begun in 1970 by HSU
Spanish Professor Rafael Cornejo.
His plan was to send
a group of
students to study in Oaxaca every
two years, but the 1986-87 school
year was skipped. The program,
now headed by HSU Spanish
Assistant Professor Andres Diez,
was resurrected in spring 1990.
The program operates independently of the California
State University’s international
study program and is student
funded.

Students pay $1,500 for room
and board with Mexican families

and for field trips during the
program.
The deadline for the required
$200 deposit is Nov. 20. It will be
returned

if

students

aren't

accepted to the program.
Participants pay

their regular

tuition fees and for the round-trip
passage to Oaxaca.
The trip, available to students
with one year of college Spanish,
entails a rigorous curriculum
designed to strengthen Spanish

language skills and involve
students in Mexican culture.

PHOTO COURTESY OF HEATHER CLARCK

HSU

graduate

Brian Ogborn and Spanish

participatedinthe
Oaxaca exchange program,

senior Jason Buzzard take in the sights at

spring semester 1990. “It was an invaluable

the ancient Mexican city of Palenque inthe

experience,” Ogborn said. “It helped with my

state of Challipas.

Spanish and | made some great friends.”

Ogborn

and

Buzzard

With the money students pay in
fees, Diez contracts out for
professors who live in Mexico for
some of the classes and teaches
others himself. Class schedules
include courses on Mexican
literature, creative writing in

Spanish and art.
Some students

experience

culture shock when they find
themselves in another country
where television, radio and

newspapers are in Spanish, Diez
said.
“Tt was a litile difficult having
Spanish rattled off at you in the
morning before coffee,” Gray
Douglas, HSU Spanish and art
senior, said.
Douglas participated in the
program during the spring 1990
semester.
Students earn 17 units for the
semester

and

are

required

to

complete a research project. Itis a
multi-disciplinary program so
project topics vary from Mexican
art to nutrition. Applicants turned
in project outlines Monday.
Diez said he encourages

students from all majors to apply.
The junior year is usually the best
time for students to go, but the
program is not limited to juniors,
he said.
“People speak here a lot about
teaching multiculturalism, but the
Oaxaca program does it better than
anything here,” he said. “When
(students) come back, they begin
to understand the 23 million

Latinos living in this country.”
During her stay in Oaxaca,
Douglas said she was impressed
with the “sense of family Mexican
cultures have.”

Douglas,

who

came

from

a

divorced family, said she appreciated the extended Mexican
families and now feels she has

another family in Mexico.

She

plans to spend Christmas this year

with her host family in Oaxaca.
The landscape also left its
impression on participants.

Oaxaca is located in the deep
South

of

Mexico

where

the

Westem and Eastern Sierras meet.
The climate is dry.
“There is warm rain, incredible
skyscapes and coastline,” Douglas
said.

Douglas said she and some other
students would sometimes take a
two-hour bus ride on Friday nights

See Oaxaca, page 5

Lumberjack Days covers deficit with trust
Devanie Anderson
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The Associated Student Council voted
Monday to allow the transfer of $10,000
from the Lumberjack Days trust account
to cover unexpected costs of the event.

Clubs and Activities Coordinator Vicki
Allen said Lumberjack
Days “didn’t bring
in quiteas much moncy overall
as we had

anticipated.”
This, coupled with the unanticipated
expenditures, caused the event to exceed

its prospective budget. The budget for
Lumberjack
Days is not a set one, Allen
said after the meeting.

“We have a budget,
but it’s not a con-

crete budget,” she said. “We have what

we project to be our expenses, and we have
what we project to be our income.
“This year...our projected revenue was
down substantially,” she said.
Allen said while the campus clubs which
participated in the fund-raising booths did
well, the event did not raise enough money
to cover needed items and services.

She said Lumberjack Days “is supposed
to be basically a break-even program,” but
the last couple of years it came out ahead,
which generated the trust-fund money.
The unbudgeted expenditures were primarily in the form of additional security
measures taken and Lumberjack Days shirts
not sold, Allen said.

She estimated
the Lumberjack Days deficit at about $10,000. “Right now I have

She said about $410 was spent for

only about $8,000 in debts to pay,” she said,
but there are still outstanding bills as well
as income not yet received.

In addition, she said the event received
$2,000 in program support from the Associated Students, but because of budget constraints, it was not alloted funds from other
Campus entities.

retroflective lights tocheck drivers’ licenses,
and more gate security, provided by campus clubs, was used than in past years to
guard against alcohol consumption by mihors.

At the suggestion of the University Police Department, the Lumberjack Days coordinating committee decided to change
the color of the over-21 wrist bands each

night to reduce the chance of them being
transferred to minors, so double the an-

ticipated amount of bands had to be available.

Allen said only about 20 percent of the |
Lumberjack Days shirts were sold, and
the committee plans to sell the rest at a
reduced price.
“I would at least like to be able to cover
our overhead cost (of $5000),” Allen said.
The committee has already decided not
to purchase Lumberjack Days shirts in the
future. But for campus clubs, the event
has been fulfilling its goal.
“What we are here for is to help the
clubs make money,” Allen said. “The

clubs did great. That’s why, in my opinion, it was a success.”

|
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Questions addressed at Buddhist monastery
What was lunch to the HSU community

Bea Tomaselli
LUMBERJACK STAFF
Is the altered state brought on by LSD or
marijuana any better or worse than the
altered stateof meditation? How does placing faith in science differ from placing faith
in religion? Can peace possibly be achieved
in the Middle East? What virtues must a
good Buddhist strive for?
These were among the many questions
tackled this past weekend by the staff,
monks and nuns at the City of 10,000
Buddhas, along with 32 visitors from the
HSU community.
The trip to the Buddhist monastery —
located on 488 rural acres in Talmage, a
town just east of Ukiah — is a semesterly
event lead by John Rogers, an HSU religious studies professor who is alsoaCatholic priest. This semester’s group was made
up mostly of religious studies students but
included others.
The weekend gave visitors a chance to
leam first-hand about Buddhist monastic
life.
Snjezana Akpinar— a Yugoslavian professor specializing in Islamic studies at the
city’s Dharma Realm Buddhist University
— said HSU students first began their
retreats to the city in 1988.
The weekend’s schedule packed in all
sorts of activities, discussion groups and
lectures, all of a philosophical or theological nature.
Students arrived at the monastery Friday
evening and began the weekend with an

members — and the only meal of the day

‘O

for the monks and nuns — followed the
science discussion. The meal is not simply

ur wish is not that when the weekend is over
we make Buddhists out of you, but that you become
better devotees of whatever faith you have. y

eaten after saying grace; it is preceded by a
chanting ceremony of thanks and praise.
Monk Heng Tso gave a short speech after
lunch explaining the Buddhist views on

resource-conservation, which includes
food. The monks and nuns rely solely on
food donations from the community, he
said. All food scraps are composted.

HENG SURE
Buddhist monk

orientation lead by monk Heng Sure, a
former University of California at Berkeley
student whose monastic name means “‘constantly reliable and steady.” The orientation
included an introduction to Zen meditation.
“Our wish is not that when the weekend
is over we make Buddhists out of you, but
that you become better devotees of whatever faith you have,” Sure said.
Sure asked all visitors to abide by a moral
code during the weekend which prohibits
killing, even of bugs; intoxicants, including
drugs, alcohol, and tobacco; stealing; sexual
relationships outside of marriage; and false
speech.
Sure requested to anyone who brought
Cigarettes, intoxicants or meat to “leave
them at the bottom of your backpack and
take them with you when you leave.”
The weekend’s schedule called for students to get to bed each night by 10:30 and
to rise at 3:30 the following moming.
Each morning began with chants in the

Tso said Buddhists strive to be aware of
their interconnectedness with nature. The

Buddha Hall (a gymnasium-sized building
carpeted in scarlet, with thousands of golden
Buddha statuettes imbedded in its walls)
followed by meditation.
Saturday morning a lecture/discussion
on Buddhism preceded another on science
and spirituality lead by George Weissman,
a Swiss physicist who plans to teach at the
city’s university beginning in September.
“Scientism is a belief in the truth of the
findings of scientific method,” Weissman
said, but it is “value free — it doesn’t make
any judgements about values.”
“Science hascomered the marketon truth,
but people thought the same of philosophy
and religion in the past,” said Mary
Bockover, an HSU philosophy professor
who got in on the discussion.
Science expresses everything in physical
laws and material terms, Weissman said. It
is a closed system which doesn’t even admit to spiritual explanations for life’s mysteries.

monastery operates on basic resources and
as much as possible is reused or recycled,
he said.
Atone of the weekend's discussions Sure
said, “All food is medicine to keep hunger
away,” which is why the monks eat minimally and abstain from unnecessary foods
such as sweets and meat.
An afternoon lecture on Peacemaking in
the Middle East was followed by a Buddhist-Christian dialoguein which Sure, Tso,
Rogers and Weissman were joined by Rev.
John M. Kraps from Ukiah United Methodist Church and Ron Epstein, a professor of
comparative religions at the city’s university whoalso teaches at San Francisco State
University.
Those who study religion, Epstein said,
are at times tempted to look at religious
systems and say one is more rational than

See Buddhists, next page
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Each student will have an appointment time printed on the registration ticket. If
you miss your appointment time, please refer to page 7 in the Schedule of

Classes for OPEN times. You may come to any open time AFTER your scheduled
time.

Registration priority is based on student class level.

| Please be

prepared with alternate course choices in case the course

you request is

not available. The better prepared you are, the less time it will tak e to register.

CLOSED\CANCELLED\NEW COURSES will be displayed on terminals
located in Karshner Lounge begining November 11. These terminals will be

updated at least twice a day.

Re gistration

materials are
available
at your advisor’s office
Monday,
November
4
schedule

of classes are available
at the Bookstore

HBOS,
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Buddhists

Oaxaca

¢ Continued from previous page

* Continued from page 3

another or that some are mere superstitions.
“If you’re firmly rooted in your own
tradition and if those practices- work for
you,” then the positive virtues you acquire
will “lead you to respect other religions,”
he said.
Other weekend activities included aslide
presentation by Rogers of sacred Buddhist
sites in India; a Catholic Mass given by
Rogers in the Buddha Hall; and more
group discussions with the monks and nuns.
An HSU student at one of these discussions asked how meditation differed from
an LSD or marijuana high. Sure — who
experimented with recreational drugs himself while in college — answered by comparing a drug high to an altered state with
cloudy water — the water may be cloudy
from the worries of everyday life as well,
he said, but proper meditation clears the
water.
Student reactions to the weekend were
mostly positive. Some said they would like
to return for future retreats.
“My experience here has reinforced my
desire to pursue both my own spiritual and
career goals,” said Jon Roche, a pre-physical therapy senior who wants to become
“more compassionate.”
Roche said the talk on peace in the Middle

to spend the weekend at the beach.
The expense of the program once in
Mexico varies depending on the student.
“Some people did it incredibly cheap,”
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Douglas said. Her expenses ran about $40
per week.
The facilities provided by host families
were adequate, she said.
“There was too much food — they were
trying to fatten me up, which could be kind
of annoying,” she said.
Diez spends the semester with a host
family also, so he is on hand to teach as well
as help students with problems they might
encounter.
While Douglas had a “lenient” family,
she said some students had curfews.
“A few people were really unhappy,” but
generally students were grateful to be put
up in people’s homes, she said.
“We definitely had the privileged view
of Oaxaca, but poverty and the other
problems you hear about were evident
wherever you go,” Douglas said.
Marci Gurtov, an HSU physical education
sophomore specializing in exercise science,
hopes to go to Oaxaca this spring.
She said the program is an opportunity to
become bilingual and do something on her
own which applies to her major. Gurtov
plans to study the nutrition problems of the
poor if she is accepted to the program.
She said she is nervous about the prospect
of going away from friends and family.
“I know I’m going to be homesick, but
hopefully I'll be too caught up having fun

ME A A HE A

East concentrated too much on the history

of the conflict. But he found it interesting to
learn from the talk that there are plenty of
Palestinians and Israelis who want peace,
and that it is mostly the political leaders
who are standing in the way.

Little Caesars

LOOK FOR US...
WE'RE IN YOUR
NEIGHBORHOOD.
EUREKA

Mon.- Sat.
Sun

t

11 -9p.m.
12- 7p.m.

Oe

Victoria Place

McKINLEYVILLE
(Central Avenue)

445-5100
839-5100

Valley West Shopping Center
Arcata
822 - 4507
A few doors down from Carl’s Jr

North from H.S.U. off Hwy. 101
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Little Caesars
(%f) Pizzal Pizza
‘Two great pizzas! One low price? Always! Always!
Offer valid foro jimned time only ot parnicicaning sores. No coupon necessary. Free Crazy Bread * offer is a four-prece order. ©1991 Litte Camor Enterprsss,inc
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‘Scholar of the Year’ goes to nursing professor
LUMBERJACK STAFF

a

HSU nursing Professor Marshelle
Thobaben was named HSU’s 1991 Scholar
of the Year. The award recognizes her
research, presentations and publications
on issues including elder abuse and mandatory state reporting laws — which required
health care workers to report elder abuse.
Other topics Thobaben has studied include health care workers and stress, and
comparisons of California State University nursing departments.
Her first major research effort at HSU
wasa national survey of elder abuse laws in
1984-85, which she conducted with nursing colleague Professor Linda Anderson.
“California had just passed the mandatory reporting law that various health care

r It wasn’t
abuse.
, workers must reportelde
i just child abuse (being reported) any/ more,” Anderson said.
“With copies of the laws, we looked at
15-20 variables and used our research to
educate on the national level. People didn’t
.
ning
don’tcome
They
believe it washappe
forward and say they’re abusing,”
Thobaben said.
As a means to influence legislation,
Thobaben and Anderson wrote articles
and presented information on elder abuse
prevention at national conferences and on
NBC’s “Donahue.”
“She (Thobaben) is a delight to work
with — a clear thinker and a good collaborator. Each thing she does is a good
thing,” Anderson said.
Thobaben has worked more than 20
years as a professional nurse and began
working with the elderly in her graduate
work. This is her 10th year at HSU.
“Society as a whole has not shown
dignity and not provided services they
(the elderly) deserve. This is a problem,”
she said. “Most people are not criminally

E2
| 0

negligent, but ignorant or stressed out.”
Giving care to care providers became a

great concern. She developed Humboldt
Home Health Services to provide skilled

psychiatric nursing care to homebound
mentally and physically ill clients and their

families,
Thobaben conducts in-service educational workshops for staff of Home Health
Services to teach skills including how to
administer medicine and how to make a bed
with a person in it. She is also
a member of
the Home Health Community Advisory
Council.
“All parties need to be cared for. You
have to be aware and have adequate resources to help care-takers as well as clients,” Thobaben said.
Thobaben presented a seminar at the CSU
Institute for Teaching and Leaming last
April in San Pedro, Calif., to get acquainted
with other nursing faculty members throughout the CSU system.

See Thobaben, next page
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Scorpio Party
Tonight!
Wednesday Nov. 13 at 9 p.m.
Live Music and Dancing with

The Minions
| Hunan, Szechuan &
| Mandarin Chinese
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Lunch & Dinner
7 days a week

Restaurant
G & 14th Sts. ¢ Arcata * 822-3993
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Rock & Roll
No cover!

No Cover!

Thursday Night Special

Mickey’s Big Mouth _ $1 bottle
Jagermeister
$2shot
$12 pitcher
865 9th St.

822-2302

Arcata
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in the Six Rivers National Forest

on the Klamath River!
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HSU student Lori Cook endures her second shot of the day.

Very Close to Fishing as well as Hunting.
Holds on

registration are forcing students to elther have proof of measies
immunization or get the vaccination. The HSU Student Health Center is

Hotel Rates $18.00 per person
Cabins $22.00 per person

offering free shots to students in need. Licensed Vocational Nurse
Patricia Lemster administered 38 shots in less than an hour Tuesday.

V.P. Lodge $22.00 per person (min. 4)

For Info Call (916)627-3311 or
Marie Starr at 469-3311

Registration underway
i
Libby Bauman
LUMBERJACK STAFF
Registration for spring semester is expected to run smoothly thanks to the new
Banner System, said Dennis Geyer, university registrar for Admissions and Records.
Although there has been a decrease in
sections of classes, the classes that are
available are filling up.
“Even though we had to cut classes we
were able to optimize the seats available in
the remaining classes,” Geyer said. “We
were impacted as far as time variety of
certain courses and sections being reduced,
but we filled the classes that were offered.”
Whitney Buck, dean of undergraduate
studies, said with the old system students
filled out registration cards and hoped they
would get the classes and units they wanted.
The process of adding classes was frustrating because people would take their time to
drop classes, while others anxiously waited
to get in.

Thobaben
¢ Continued from previous page

“It was very exciting to work with all
the professors
of the CSU campuses and
develop research projects system-wide

(in the efforts to improve nursing departments),” Thobaben said.

Ten HSU professors were nominated
for Scholar of the Year. Susan Bicknell,
acting dean of graduate studies and reSend Mom and Dad

The Banner System allows students to
find out what classes they will get when
they register.
“There aren’t phantom students occupying those classes,” Buck said.
Geyer said to compensate for decreased
Classes, students should expect an average
of six or seven more seats in each class.
Geyer said he doesn’t foresee any major
problems during registration. Graduating
seniors won’t have a hard time getting
classes, but if they do, professors will disCuss options with students, such as petitioning to waive or substitute a class.
Geyer’s advice for students is to have
several alternates ready at the time of registration.
Students have seven days to pay registration fees from the time they register. Miscellaneous course fees will be added to the
registration fee and totalled on the student’s
new schedule. Students who fail to pay
registration fees will be dropped from their
Classes.
search, served as chair of the selection
committee which chose Thobaben as

North off 299 at Willow Creek on Hwy. 96 to Orleans
on the Klamath River
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Scholar of the Year.

“A significant aspect is that she had

dealt with a broad range of issues in
nursing
in a scholarly way — her research, review of research and informa-

tion provided for practitioners,” Bicknell
said

Windows

3.0 w/ Mouse

$99.00

Computer rental time $5.00/hr

“She is one of our faculty who gives
everything she has to the university, professors and school work,” she said. “She
is a thinker, a teacher and a doer.”
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CAPITAL BUSINESS MACHINES
1336 4th Street, Eureka

Ca 95501

Introduces.....
AppleCare,

an extended warranty program for

all your Apple products. When you purchase an
AppleCare Agreement, you’ll know exactly what
repairs will cost....Nothing.

* * % * Buy 18 monthsof * * * *

AppleGare’
get another 6 months FREE!
Offer valid Nov. Ist, 1991, through Jan. Ist,

1992

y AppleCare® the complete HealthCare Plan for your Apple® Computer and
Peripherals. For just pennies a day, AppleCare prepares you for unexpected service
expenses. It’s a small price to pay for Peace of Mind.

CBM is the largest fully Authorized Apple Service and |
Support Center in Humboldt / Del Norte Counties. We are
the only Apple Service Center authorized and trained to
repair the full line of Apple Computer products.
We stock most parts necessary to repair Apple’s
complete line of computer products. By combining
ee

AppleOrder and AppleDash, parts not in stock are
expedited to us within 2 days.

“as*=<“7
Macintosh
Classic II, the all-in-one
<
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Plans to import Siberian logs reach stalemate
Robert Britt
LUMBERJACK STAFF

b

The idea of importing Siberian logs to
Humboldt County has reached a standstill,
just as the first shipload of them did in the
port of Oakland last summer.
Louisiana-Pacific
Corp.
and
Schmidbaver Lumber Inc. cooperated in
August 1990 with an import company to
bring in one barge-load of Siberian logs to
test in North Coast sawmills. The companies
hoped to offset timber shortages in Northern
California.
The import company had received
permission from the United States
Department of Agriculture to import the
logs, said George Schmidbauer, owner of
Schmidbauer Lumber.
But the logs sat in the harbor for about
two months while the USDA tested and
fumigated them. The USDA wasconcermned
about pests such as the pine nematode and
the flying gypsy moth which were found on
the cargo and could endanger California
forests.
Schmidbauver, who met with a Soviet
business delegation in Eureka last week,
said the whole process of importing logs is
at a stalemate because of environmental
and economic concerns.
He said the Soviets have agreed to
fumigate the logs before they leave Siberia.
“The fumigant kills the pest, but doesn’t
protect them (the logs) from being reinfested (before leaving). The problem is,
nobody knows what this protectant is. We’re
kind of hamstrung rightnow,” Schmidbauer
said.

160

an HSU

industrial technology

took

advantage of a rain-free afternoon Sunday to practice his climbing on
Karen Rock at Moonstone Beach, about 10 miles north of Arcata.

commissioner

Schmidbauer said he invested about
$70,000 in the original test of Siberian
logs, with virtually no return.
“I’m still interested, but I’m not going to
invest one more nickel in the project,” he
said.
Bill Windes, chief forester for L-P, also
met with the Soviet delegation which was
promoting U.S./Soviet trade, including
Siberian timber sales. Windes said the issue
has become more political than scientific.
““Now that it’s become political it’s kind
of a waste of time and effort,” Windes said.
“For that reason L-P has kind of backed out

Falkenstrom said the USDA and the
timber industry have been cooperating on

100

sophomore,

JOHN FALKENSTROM
Humboldt County USDA agricultural

here (untreated).”
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Crowell,

we've been speed
bumps. y
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200

Bob

perspective, maybe

140

mbf*

Hangin’ at Moonstone

From industry’s

of the picture for a while.”
Windes said West Coast and Canadian
timber owners are against the idea because
the Siberian timber would compete with
theirs in the U.S. market. Their lobbying
efforts have taken the focus away from the
scientific aspects of the issue, he said.
John Falkenstrom, Humboldt County’s
USDA agricultural commissioner, said:
“We're against the pest, not the cargo.
From industry's perspective, maybe we’ve
been speed bumps.
““We don’t have those bugs here and we
don’t want them,” Falkenstrom said. “The
unknown and the known risks outweigh
the economic benefits of bringing the logs

Timber sales from
Six Rivers National Forest
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e’re against the
pest, not the cargo.

the issue. “Industry does not want to be

1987

* million

board feet

1988 1989

Source:

1990

1991

National Forest Service
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known as the guys that brought the bugs
that ate North America,” he said. “This has
See Siberian logs, page 10

Former Arcata mayor works to preserve city’s historic buildings
Ann Marie Chancey
LUMBERJACK STAFF

A woman who could not bear to
see another historic building torn
down has made acareer of restoring commercial buildings and
houses in Arcata.
Alex Stillman, co-owner of Arcata businesses The Garden Gate
and Design Work, graduated from
HSU in 1976 with a degree in
home economics. She became interested in preserving historic
buildings after moving here from
San Francisco in 1971 and heard
Arcata’s turn-of-the-century City
Hall was to be destroyed
to make
room for a parking loton the corner of Ninth and G streets.
Outraged Arcata had no interest

in preserving its historic buildings, Stillman acted and became
the first woman to be elected to the

Arcata City Council in 1972. She
served as Arcata’s mayor from

1974 two 1978.
Serving on the City Council
through 1980, Stillman created an
awareness among council members and the community of the

importance of preserving historical buildings.
Asa result, the council adopted a historic building code
to help maintain many of Arcata’s
older structures.
Inher effort to preserve Arcata’s
historical buildings, Stillman
helped draft, lobby and introduce
“The California Main Street Pro-

See Stillman, page 13

TOM ANGEL) THE LUMBERJACK

Alex Stillman, co-owner of Arcata businesses The Garden Gate and Design Work, and
former mayor of Arcata, has worked to preserve many of the town’s historic bulidings.
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Simpson Timber to help reforest Oakland
Chas Moffett
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The
Eureka-based
Alta
California Alliance is waiting for
a green light from the city of
Oakland to start re-vegetation
efforts in the hills burned in last
month's fire.
On Oct. 23, the San Francisco
division of Simpson Timber Co.
contacted Oakland City Councilman Richard Spees. Simpson
offered Oakland 50,000 lowelevation redwood and Douglas
fir trees from its Humboldt County
nursery in Korbel.
“Our organization is the
community coordinator that puts
together a local command group
(for the project),” Alta California
Alliance member John Ponce,
said.
“Oakland has given us a lot of
good high-signs, but it will be
weeks before we can get down
there. After a fire, the rebuilding
process doesn’t build up a lot of
steam,” Ponce said.
“If there was to be planting,
Alta would do it,” Simpson
spokesman Ryan Hamilton said.
““We would be willing to donate
seedlings, coordinate donations
from other companies
and provide
experts to work with local

S impson offered Oakland 50,000
low-elevation redwood and Douglas
fir trees from its Humboldt County
nursery in Korbel.
officials,” Simpson’s
San
Francisco public affairs manager
Maureen Frisch said ina prepared
statement Oct. 23. “We would
like to donate the trees and the
experts to work with local officials
to oversee the reforestation
efforts.”
Korbel nursery manager Glenn
Lehar said although Simpson
offered the large number of trees,
he’s still waiting for the go-ahead
from Simpson’s San Francisco
office. It’s not quite planting time
yet, he said.
“It’s a little dry to plant right
now,” Hamilton said.
He added the green light has
been slow in coming because of
all the different agencies and
interests involved.

“There are purists who only
want locally grown redwoods,”
he said.
Spees said the Oakland firm of
Kaiser Engineers is running the

show. The master plan is to clean
the surrounding areas and replant.
In doing so, the land will be secured
against the coming rains. Some
areas are already seeded with grass
and wildflowers, and straw and
burlap has been used to cover
slopes.
In addition, Spees said the
cleanup involves the removal of
almost 3,000 destroyed automobiles and the excavation of
burnt trees within the greenbelt
and housing areas.
The Oct. 20 fire destroyed some
eucalyptus trees, Monterey pines
and lots of underbrush, but Spees
said, “Some may survive — the
live oak will come back.”
“The overall goal,” Spees said,
“is to replace the eucalyptus and
Monterey pines which are not
indigenous.” All the Simpson and
Alta members need is for the “city
to be secured to the point where
they can go in.”

TOM ANGEL) THE LUMBERJACK

Ryan Hamilton, Simpson spokesman, helped develop the

plan to donate trees and planting expertise to Oakland.

Siberian logs: chemicals concern environmentalists
° Continued from page 9

not been an adversarial setting.”
He said it’s up to industry and the
Soviet Union to prove they can meet
USDA standards for pest contro! with
the imported logs. Possible ways to
meet those standards include steam or
hot water treatment, debarking and
fumigation.
Robert
Sutherland
of
the
Environmental Protection Information
Center (E.P.1.C.) in Garberville said
Siberian timber should not be imported
unless there are guarantees it is safe for
the environment.
Sutherland cited examples of other
pests and diseases that have been
imported and have infested and killed
American trees, such as chestnut blight,

|
|
|
|
|
|

Dutch elm disease and Port Orford cedar
root disease.
Each of these caused “severe population
reduction,” HSU forestry Professor Brooks
Sibley said.
“There are management programs forall
three trees,” Sibley said, which have helped
to stabilize the populations.
Sibley said some pests can’t adapt and
don’t survive when introduced into a new
environment, but if they can, then typically
there is no form of natural control. He said
the concerns about the Siberian logs are
legitimate “unless they were treated and
certified as being clean.”
Sutherland is concerned fumigation
might also be detrimental to the
enviro
— whether
nme
done in nt
the United
States or the Soviet Union — due to the

chemicals involved. He said other methods,
such as steam treatment, might be
acceptable.
Sutherland said he is also concerned
about the economic impact of timber
imports on the economy of the Soviet
Union, aregion he said contains 26 percent
of the world’s standing timber.
He said E.P.I.C. is not opposed to
importation as an idea, but thinks the Soviet
Union would benefit more if it
manufactured the lumber products itself,
“We (The United States) have a strong
Vital interest to see that the economy of the
Soviet Union remains viable,” Sutherland
said. “I think we should try to strengthen
the ties between the Soviet Union and the

will eventually be allowed into the
United States, just as logs are already
coming from New Zealand and Chile.

L-P’s Windes agreed that in the long run

Union) and to help the United States.”

United States.”

the Soviets would benefit from
manufacturing its own lumber products.
“I think ultimately what they (the
Soviets) wanttodo is get the technology
so they can make the lumber in their
Own country and provide jobs.”
But Windes said the problem Soviets
face now is a lack of money to obtain
technology. He said one of the Soviets
in Eureka last week told him they hope
to sell timber resources until they reach
@ point at which they can do the
manufacturing themselves.

Windes said he thinks Siberian logs

“It's a good way to help (the Soviet
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College of the Redwoods offers
alternatives to four-year degree
Russ Anderson
LUMBERJACK STAFF

I n addition to
increased
enrollment, CR is

Other than HSU, the only centerfor higher

education on the North Coast is College of
the Redwoods.
The Redwoods Community College
District is made up of three campuses. The
main campus, located just south of Eureka,
hasan enrollmentof 4,931. Anothercampus
serves Del Norte County in Crescent City,
anda third, in Fort Bragg, serves Mendocino
County.
CR offers students the first two years of
most four-year degree programs as well as
lower division general education
requirements for the California State
University and University of California
systems. CR has negotiated agreements,
called articulation agreements, with many
four-year colleges, including HSU, where
these universities guarantee they will accept
certain courses at CR as lower division
requirements in most majors.
In addition to helping students pursue a
four-year college education, CR offers
Associate in Science and Associate of Arts
degrees in various areas. Forest technology,
automotive technology, administration of
justice and food service technology are
some of the degrees available. CR also has
a registered nursing program, a medical
technology program and adental assistance
program.
Although CR is acommunity college and
HSU is part of the CSU system, HSU does
have an influence on what happens at CR.

suffering from
budget cuts.

INPUT
FEEDBACK
IDEAS

Barry Savage, director of institutional
research at CR, said as the CSU system
makes cutbacks and pushes the admission
deadline date earlier, more students opt to
take the junior college route to a four-year
degree.
Cost, as well as the increased difficulty
getting into the CSU system, attracts
students, Savage said. CR charges $6 per
unit, with a maximum charge of $60 for 10
or more units, compared to $547 for 6 or
more units at HSU.
About 200 HSU students enroll at CR
every semester, some concurrently at HSU
and some completely transferring to CR.
Many other students transfer from CSU
Chico, Sacramento State, San Jose State
and other colleges in the CSU system.
In addition to increased enrollment, CR
is suffering from budget cuts. “We are also
having problems with state funding. We

for the Dean's Advisory Committees
being formed within each college.

have the same sort of scenario (as HSU),”

Savage said, adding that budget cuts and
the influx of transfer students will make
class availability at CR a problem.
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AIDS in the United States

AIDS: testing increases
* Continued from front page
“People that are scared should get tested
— the people that are saying to themselves
“Well, I don’t know. There was so-and-so
last year and I’m not really sure about his or
her risk behavior.’ If they have anxiety
about that, and if that anxiety is interfering
with their daily lives, with their comfort
and security, they should consider getting
tested,” Paulson said.
Paulson said Planned Parenthood is also
seeing people who want to be tested before
they have sexual contact with new partners.
“Many people are coming in because
they’re getting into new relationships and
they have real strong concerns that they
couldn’t live with themselves if they gave
the virus to someone else — especially
someone they love.”
Paulson stressed that even when one tests
negative, he or she needs to get tested a
second time. The antibodies that develop as
aresponse to the presence of the HIV virus
in the body take between three to six months
to show up on a test. She said a person
should be tested once, avoid all high-risk
behavior and test again in six months. If the
second test is negative, she said a person
can feel fairly comfortable.
“It’s really important that people know
that one test isn’t going to do it,” she said.
“There are some people who’ ve taken three
years to develop the antibodies.”
Rob Jarvis, assistant coordinator of the
North Coast AIDS Project, said NORCAP
has been overwhelmed with calls since
Magic Johnson’s disclosure.
“We've been buried. We’re trying to
keep up,” he said.

Jarvis said people cannot consider
themselves safe if they’ve had unprotected
sex with anyone.
“You can look at your own behavior and
assess it,” he said. “Part of sexual communication is knowing what your sexual
partner has been doing for the past 12 years.
“It’s not necessarily what you do — it’s
what your sexual partners have done and
what their partners have done,” he said.
Jarvis saida general guide in the decision
to get tested is if “someone has had
unprotected vaginal, oral or anal sex and is
unsure of the history of their partner, they
should consider it.”
HIV testing is available at the HSU
Student Health Center but medical Chief of
Staff Lawrence Frisch said the staff
“strongly discourages people from getting
it there” because it’s “confidential” rather
than “anonymous.” A confidential test
requires the patient’s signature to release
any records, but Frisch said insurance
companies have found ways to force clients
torelease them or deny coverage.
The health
center charges $8.50 for the test.
The
Humboldt
County
Health
Department offers free and anonymous
testing at the Northcountry Clinic (8222481) in Arcata the second and fourth
Fridays of each month from 8:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. and at the Public Health
Department in Eureka (441-5630).
Planned Parenthood

(442-5709) offers

free confidential testing 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday through Friday and Monday and
Wednesday evenings by appointment.
Although the testing is not officially
anonymous, Planned Parenthood allows
people to give false, untraceable names.

U.S. adult and adolescent AIDS cases

by category of exposure (through Sept. 1991)
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AIDS cases by risk groups — adults and adolescents
Females

Males

Group
Men who have sex with men

112,812

N/A

Intravenous (IV) drug use

32,984

10,044

Men who have sex with men
and use IV drugs

12,580

N/A

Hemophilia/coagulation disorder

1,584

36

Heterosexual contact

4,321

6,668

Receipt of blood transfusion,

2,592

1,613

blood components or tissue
Other/undetermined
Total

5,737
172,610

Sources: Federal Centers for Disease Control (as of Sept. 30, 1991),
Associated Press, The San Diego Union
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Stillman: Main Street program ‘paying off’
* Continued from page 9

gram” bill, which the Legislature passed in
1985. It provides technical assistance for
designated “Main Street” cities to revitalize their historic downtown areas.
In 1987 Stillman helped establish the
Arcata Downtown Business Community
and introduced the “Main Street Program,”
which resultedin Arcata becoming a"Main

O utraged Arcata had no interest in preserving its historic buildings, Stillman acted and
became the first woman to be elected to the
Arcata City Council in 1972.

(oy ae alex se

OPEN

Street” city.

$90

Stillman said she is “proud Arcata became a Main Street,” and all the “hard
work is paying off.”
Stillman has not only been successful in
preserving some of Arcata’s historic landmarks, but has also taken an active part in
revitalizing many of those landmarks.
She has restored nine houses in Arcata,
one of them a Victorian cottage built in
1890. The cottage, located at 12th and B
streets, was moved from 1 1th and D streets
due to the widening of the U.S. Highway
101.
Stillman lives in an 1885 Italianate Victorian house she restored. It is one of two
Arcata houses of this style.
Stillman recently restored a building she
bought near the Plaza.The structure was
originally two separate buildings,
one built
in 1906 and the other in 1957. Stillman
brought the 1906 building, which now
provides space for the Rocking Horse,
Plaza Cards and Gifts and Plaza Yard Sale,
back to its original architectural style.

G

Stillman also is responsible for the new
exterior design of Phillips Camera Shop,
as well as the color scheme and layout for
dentist Tom Lewis’ office, located in the
Seely & Titlow Building at 950 I St.
Stillman, through her business Design
Work, hires her own group of carpenters,
electricians and plumbers to do much of
the work, while she designs and oversees
the projects. She attributes much of her
success to trial and error, her “very good
sense of space planning” and a “natural
feel for design.”
Some of the customers Stillman assists
are people looking at homes to buy and
need design advice. She helps restore entire homes, or sections of homes, back to
their original appearance.
Stillman said she hopes tocontinue maintaining Arcata landmarks because if the
“heart of the city is looking good, people
tend to feel good about their community.”
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Cultural diversity amiss at HSU, professor says
Robert Britt
LUMBERJACK STAFF

After teaching in Great Britain, Poland
and Germany, HSU theater arts Professor
John Heckel doesn’t think HSU or the
California State University system meets
the needs of California students.
“If there’s anyone who needs to
understand cultural diversity, it seems to

me it’s Californians,” Heckel said. “I think
there’s aresponsibility that the university is
not meeting. I find that the effort is fairly
token.”
Heckel said the CSU system has an
“archaic interpretation of what it means to
meet the needs of California students.”
That interpretation is 25 to 30 years old, he
said.

@ Teachers’ experiences from abroad
add new perspectives to classes.
Page 16.
“I was in hock up to my life,” he said.
HSU Dean for Undergraduate Studies
Whitney Buck countered that the faculty is
often the best prepared to initiate exchanges.
He said faculty members wouldn’t
appreciate it if the administration started
telling them where they had to go.
“In a non-totalitarian state the initiative
has got to come from the individual,” Buck
said. “The best we could do is gather
information about places that are available.”
Buck said faculty members often have
them to set up an exchange. If the
administration tried to do it, “The cost to the

mustbe initiated and arranged by the faculty

state of California would be ungodly,” he
said.
“Our personal policies are set up to make

While teaching in Poland during the 198889 academic year,
Polish students to
personally had to
for the students
admitted.

Heckel arranged for five
come to HSU. He said he
pledge financial support
before they could be

Editor's note: This

is the last of the
three-part series

international = °

education”

“Focus on
international

education.”

[ f there’s anyone
who needs to
understand cultural
diversity, it seems to me

it’s Californians. y

friends at foreign universities or they speak
the language of the country, which equips

Heckel criticized the fact that most faculty
and many student exchange opportunities
rather than the administration. He said the
bureaucracy involved in trying to get foreign
students admitted to HSU can be
inumidating.

é

it (the exchanges) possible,” Buck said.
“It’s one thing to encourage it. It’s another
thing to find the money to do something
about it.

“You'd have to spend a huge amount of
money
to get a small amount of
improvement (in opportunities),” Buck said.
The largest faculty exchange program in
the country is actually sponsored by the
U.S. government.
The Fullbright Scholar Program brings
more than 1,000 foreign professors to the

United States cach year, and sends about
1,000 American university professors to
more than 100 foreign countries. Three

HSU

professors

received

scholarships last year.

Unemployment

Fullbright

JOHN HECKEL
HSU theater arts professor

HSU is also host to several professors
from other countries, most notably in the
foreign language department where five
professors are native Spanish speakers.
While other, smaller programs are
available — such as those sponsored by the
Council on International Educational
Exchange and the Ford and Rockefeller
Foundations — many teachers like Heckel
make their own arrangements.
Heckel said teaching or studying in
another country gives a person the valuable
experience of viewing the United States
from the outside.
“I’m thoroughly convinced of the value
of that kind of international, cultural
experience,” Heckel
said. “You realize
how distorted and slanted your own
perspective is.”

Heckel

said while people talk of the

housing problem in Arcata, in Poland “four
people live in two rooms their entre lives.
“The idea of a bedroom — whata luxury
that is,” he said.
Heckel said the idea of a room set aside
justfor sleeping is “simply analien concept”
in much of Europe.
Heckel has brought his experiences back
to his students. He encourages them to live
abroad and to find their own housing, rather
than living in dorms or just being tourists.
He also has one concrete suggesuon for
CSU administration.
“On a graduate level, individual
universities should be able to waive out-ofState tuition.” Then a program should be
developed to attract graduate students to
the CSU system, he said.

Recession, forest regulations weaken North Coast economy
Russ Anderson
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The United States is in the middle of a long, dark tunnel
of recession with most indicators pointing to the economy
being in the dark for some time more before it sees the light
of recovery.
John Grobey, chairman of HSU’s economics department, said the recession can be blamed on policy makers in
both Washington, D.C., and Sacramento.
“We increased taxes in the middle of a recession —
that’s about the worst thing you can do,” Grobey said.
Cutting taxes reduces spending and both consumption
and investment, which feeds back to areduction in income,
he said.
Grobey said he believes lowering interest rates alone is
not good enough and the government needs to cut taxes to
get people and businesses to start spending again.
The end of the Cold War, military base closings and
Pentagon budget cuts have had a damaging effect in
Southern California because of the importance of the
military and aerospace industry to that area.
But on the North Coast, where forest products are the
economic base, the increase in forest regulations and
environmental policies, such as the ones surrounding the
spotted owl, as well as a decline in the housing industry,
have caused an economic decline.
“In a ’round-about way, the recession has affected us,”
Lois Busey, spokesperson for Lousiana-Pacific Corp.,
said. She blames fewer housing starts and a lot more
government regulations for the slow-down.
L-P shut down its Samoa pulp mill until at least the first
of the year because the market conditions are weak for
pulp, Busey said. In October, 183 people were laid off

County Employment Development Department.

Not all North Coast businesses have been suffering.

é

é increased taxes in the
middle of a recession — that’s
about the worst thing you can

“Business has been normal. It hasn’t been down,” said
Jack Hitt, owner of Northtown Books in Arcata. “If any-

thing, it’s been up a little in sales.”
Hitt said the cost of doing business has gone up even
though sales remain good.
“To some extent, if the California economy is in trouble,

the rest of the country will feel the pinch,” Grobey said,

do. J
JOHN GROBEY
HSU economics department chair

because of the closure of the mill. Busey said L-P hopes
market conditions for pulp improve enough so itcan reopen
the mill by the first of the year and rehire those who had to
be laid off.
This situation in turn has had a negative effect on the
trucking business, said Ron Borges, general manager of
Bettendorf Trucking on West End Road in Arcata.
“We normally bring 30 to 40 loads of pulp from Medford
to L-P and it’s all been cut off,” Borges said.
Bettendorf Trucking laid off 10 people.
“We also have sent seven trucks and 14 drivers to
Medford to haul pulp to Coos Bay,” Borges said.
Having the drivers live in motels in Medford costs the
company $6,000 a month, and Borges said Bettendorf
Trucking is “running break even right now.”
With the layoffs at L-P and other businesses, Humboldt
County’s unemployment rate has risen to 7.4 percent,
compared with last year’s6.5 percent, reported the Humboldt

adding that the California economy by itself is the sixthlargest economy in the world.
A recession occurs when the gross national product —

the entire retail value of goods and services produced in a
country — goes down for two successive quarters. Before
this quarter’s increase, the national economy had been in a
decline for three straight quarters.

In the third quarter, from July to September, the economy
grew by 2.4 percent, stated a report by the U.S. Commerce
Department issued Oct. 29. It was the biggest gain in two
years, leading Commerce Department Secretary Robert
Mosbacher to declare, “The recession is over,” as stated in
the Oct. 30 issue of The Wall Street Journal.
However, other economic indicators show the economy

is still weak. The Federal Reserve released a survey Oct. 23
comprised of information gathered from the Federal
Reserve’s 12 regional banks, which found a variety of
economic worries. Among the findings were sluggish
consumer spending, weak home sales, cutbacks in factory
production and general pessimism among the nation’s
business leaders.

Bolstering the Federal Reserve’s survey findings, a

report issued by the departments of Commerce and Hous-

ing and Urban Development showed the sale of new homes
had declined 12.9 percent in September,
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World perspectives |
Professors bring international experiences to classrooms
Whether you measure the miles from
Shanghai to Arcata, or consider the change
from

surgeon

to psychologist,

HSU

Assistant Professor Sengi Hu has com

;

university
provides
scholarships.
Everything is free.
“After they graduate, the government
provides a job for them. The students cannot
decide where they go,” he said. “Students
in China don’t think as critically or as
creatively as U.S. students and they rarely

First Hospital and later an assistant professor

at Shanghai College of Medicine. Now he
combines his background in traditional
Chinese medicine with his new field,
; cee ~~

long way.
_ Hu came to the United States fr -

such things as

question what the teacher says,” Hu said.
Hu’s varied background will bring an

unusual course to HSU in the spring —
traditional Chinese medicine— which will
include herbal medicine and acupuncture

“T was lucky
to get the position,” he said. “Fivepe ent
into the mene
In China, Hu was a surgeon at Shanghai
foo

The associate professor in German
taught English and American literature
in Germany last semester on a facultyarranged exchange program.

Stories by Robert Britt
LUMBERJACK

STAFF

LaBahn said at HSU, “We have the
luxury ofa very good student-to-teacher

ratio.”
She said the chance to have a
relationship with a professor in
Germany is “almost nil” because of
large class sizes.
“In the German system students are
much more on their own,” she said,
adding that HSU students are much
more guided. LaBahn said there are
advantages and disadvantages for the

One HSU professor thinks U.S. professors
don’t get enough respect.
Assistant German Professor Magdalene
Mueller said in the United States
a university
professor is “just a teacher,” instead of
being thoughtof as “a person of knowledge.
“Administrative positions are more highly
respected,” said Mueller, who taught at
Columbia University and the University of
Minnesota.
“That’s one of the things I see as a minus

Magdalene Mueller

techniques.

SSN

Kay LaBahn can look at HSU from
an international perspective, and she
has both compliments and suggestions.

‘Senqi Hu

he "ead. “Then the

student with both of these philosophies.
LaBahn also received a Fullbright

Scholarship toattend
a summer seminar
on German civilization and society in
Germany in 1990.
The Fullbright program is sponsored
by the U.S. governmentand sends about
1,000 scholars abroad each year, as
well as bringing foreign scholars to the
United States.
LaBahn said the morediversity HSU
has among its student population, the
better.

“We need that,” she said. “I think we
should keep trying to improve it,
“The thing I'd really like to see is a
wide variety of foreign studentsat HSU.
It’s not that the foreign students need
us — we need them,” she said.

“vm LaBahn

of the education system in this country,”
she said.

Mueller said prciessors in Germany are
more highly respected. In the United States,
people say “‘Oh, you couldn’tdo anything
else so you became a teacher,”” she said.
Mueller came to the United States in
1981 because the German university system
is male-dominated and doesn’t allow as
many opportunities for women, she said.
“I knew that it would be very difficult to

become a university professor (in
Germany),” she said.
Moeller was disappointed, however, at
the low pay for professors and the lack of

prestige here. She feels these problems are

causing universities to lose
Mueller brings what
“European perspective” to
way of looking at and

“good people.”
she calls the
HSU, whichis a
understanding

See World perspectives, next page
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Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5p.m.

GS

gave Garlick a “broader perspective” on
things like religion and patriotism.
“You learn what things are universal,”
he said. Garlick said HSU could benefit
from more student and faculty exchanges.

square foot production/retail facility in Arcata’s Sunny Brae
Shopping Center, we proudly provide the North Coast with
professional-quality imprinted sportswear and promotional
items.
If you're looking for that special, personalized gift or a
unique holiday shirt, please stop by and see us. Thank
you for making our first seven years in Humboldt County

GS

822-6838

ma

HSU geology Professor Don
Garlick is used to library books and
other university resources not being
available to students.
Garlick was born in Zambia, and
got his undergraduate degree in
mining geology in Johannesburg,
South Africa.
“When I went to school the few
resources available were behind lock

STICKERS

Happy Holidays, Humboldt County, from Shirley and the
staff of Bold Images Screenprinting! From our huge 4000

in
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ENTS <etucer

SCREENPRINTING

SS

English as well.
“Learning another language iis necessary
to igir education,” she said.

e BUTTONS
e BALLOONS

BOLD

SS

different cultures from a language point of
view. She reads Greek, Hebrew and Latin
and can speak French, Dutch, German and

'
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and key,” he said. “Things are a lot

less formal at HSU.”
Garlick came to the United States
to get his doctorate in geochemistry
from the California Institute of
Technology in Pasadena. After

|
|

years at Columbia University in New
York. He then saw an advertisement
for HSU and moved here in 1969.
Garlick said one thing he can offer

_

HSU students is knowledge of the

|
|

geography of Africa, one which is
rich in ore deposits and, because of
its stability,
offers
unique
Opportunities to study ancient

as well as Saturdays
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Open longer
to better serve
your travel needs.

history.
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Take & Bake Pizzas For $8.95 Each

Measles clinics will be held at
THE STUDENT HEALTH CENTER on:
TUESDAY AFTERNOONS
THURSDAY MORNINGS
FRIDAY AFTERNOONS

Clinics
TUESDAY,
FIRST COME
Or,

if you

to the

have

Student

proof

3 P.M.

- 4:30

8 A.M.
3 P.M.

- 9:30 A.M.
- 4:30 P.M.

begin

P.M.

on

NOVEMBER 5
- FIRST SERVED

of immunization,

bring

Health Center during regular
to obtain clearance.

your

Monday thru Friday
records

business

ENTERARIS

NOVEMBER

The Master of
the Telecaster!
“The most powerful

guitarist in the world.”
—MUSICIAN
MAGAZINE

$12 students

$15 general

hours

13TH

9PM

CO-SPONSORED

BY

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16

Windham Hill Recording Artists
Feat
Mike ur
Marshalin
l, Danag
Rath,

Paul Binkle
& John imhoiz
y
The complexities
and dynamics of classical music
fused with the spit and fire of bluegrass!
$10 general / $7 students & seniors

a)
PeEGEAND

inte & MC/Viea phone orders:

Tickets: The Works, Eureka & Arcata

826-3928

University
Ticket Office, Nelson
Hall East, HSU
The New Outdoor Store, Arcata

All shows begin at 8pm in the HSU Van Duzer Theatre unless otherwise indicated.
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examines ‘Extremities’ of rape
Heather Parton

LUMBERJACK STAFF
What do you say to a stranger
after he forces your legs apart and
smothers your cries with a pillow?
“I’m here for you?” “T’ll tell the
policemen not to use sirens when
they come to get you because it
might hurt your ears?”
This happened in “Extremities,”
a play based on an attempted rape.
Granted, this is unusual behavior,
but the circumstances between
victim and assailant are far from
the norm. Pushing the boundaries,
dividing victim and offender to the
edge, the play manipulates a wouldbe black and white situation to a
thick shade of grey. Some could
debate who is the real victim.
The play attempts to draw a fine,
if notinvisible, line between victim

and offender, but falls short of
making it transparent. Forno matter
how
playwright
William
Mastrosimone
muddled
the
Situation, I found the barrier
dividing victim and assailant,

Love’ me LUMBERJACK

Marjorie (Toodie Dodgen) fights off Raul (David Satlin), who
attempts
to rape herin the theater arts department presentation

of “Extremities.” The play continues tonight
Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Van Duzer Theater.

through

although stretched, to be intact.
But tremble I did due to the highpowered performance.
The HSU theater arts department
presentation begins with a chilling
scenéof an attempted rape between

See rape, page 21

|
|

KHSU radio show combines satire,

comedy to get listener’s attention
Nicco Wargon

COMBERIJACK STAFF

aean

J.R. ‘Bob’ Dobbs,
who sells salvation at cost

and might have masterminded the Gulf War, is
actually a salesman with an interesting story.
“Dobbs was a salesman and ex-male model
who received messages from outer space in

1956 while working on an amateur television
set,” said St. Dogs-o-matic, a host of the new
SubGenius Radio Show on KHSU this
semester.
Asatireon modem religion
and American
salesmanship,
The Church of the SubGenius is

a joke disguised as a religion — or vice versa.
“There are several other SubGenius shows
across the nation by other people,” KHSU
Program Director Jill Paydon said. “They share
material with each other, but it is not a
syndicated show. KHSU’s SubGenius Radio
show is inspired by lots of sources but is

locally produced.
“The show’s goal is to inform and entertain
by exposing the absurdity and hypocrisy in the

different levels of our society,” Paydon said.
The SubGenius Radio Show fills the
airwaves with slack (subgenius enlightenment)
every Saturday morning at 4 a.m. Hosts St.
Dogs-o-matic, Dr. Bogomils, Dr. Fred Prozac
and Clone mix samples, strange music and
crazed rants into the week’s weirdest radio
comedy show.
“The show is created from hours and hours
of tape editing and trance-spouting,” Dr.
Bogomils said. “We do the show to save Earth
we
ER
ee

from becoming a giant K mart in space.”
The Church of the SubGenius is based in
Dallas, Texas, and claims to have chapters and
followers across the nation. The church's holy
symbol/corporate logo, Bob's plastic-haired,
pipe smoking, sarcastically grinning head, can
be seen photocopied in church paraphernalia,
tattooed on SubGenius members’ body parts
and stenciled on freeway underpasses.
Bob is not a real person. He exists only from
the neck up as a graphic illustration.
And what is a SubGenius?
“A SubGenius is not a bored, hopeless,
aspirin-guzzling, TV junkie pinko,” Dr.
Bogomils said. “I realized I was a SubGenius
one day when I went to buy a Coke at the store
and saw $2.30 on the ground. I pickeditupand
underneath it were the words “Praise Bob,”
and in a flash I discovered my true non-sinned

§

Yeti heritage to achieve ‘slack’ (SubGenius

enlightenment).”
Many SubGeniuses contend they are the
descendents of Bigfoots and have a racially
superior weirdness quotient.
“The founder of the Church of the
SubGenius, and the first modern Yeti with
slack, Bob was savior, spiritual leader and
head whazoo until he was ruthlessly gunned
down on a San Francisco stage in his first
public appearance
by five assassins all working
independently,” St. Dogs-o-matic claimed.
“The most important message we are trying
to get to people is that Bob is not the answer,”
St. Dogs-o-matic said. “And neitheris anything
or anyone else.”
EE

ENAMEL OLE

LLL OTE

y

§

x

JASON LOVE/ THE LUMBERJACK

St. Dogs-o-matic (who refused to give his real name), one of

KHSU’s SubGenlus radio program disc jockeys, says the show is
a satire on political and religious beliefs.
ERP ED ELI L LEGGE OLR ID DI DRILL IIA LL ID tare rresntasceycy)
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Electronic storyteller brings ‘Voices From the Beyond’
Performances such as her epic “United

Louis J. Cyon

States” seriesconcentratedon the condition

CUMBERJACK STAFF

of life in America and its relationship with
rest of the world. These performances were
usually very elaborate.

The “electronic campfire storyteller” lit
up HSU’s Van Duzer Theater last Monday.
Laurie Anderson, one of this country’s
most recognized performance artists, prefers
to think of herself as a “storyteller, one of
the worlds oldest professions,” Anderson
said in a telephone interview from New
York City, Nov. 1.
Anderson feels a kind of kinship with
many Americanand European authors. One

In her performance “Home Of The

Brave,” lavish light shows were used; dance
graced
numbers with one to four performers
t
differen
from
pieces
musical
and
the stage;
d.
cultures, such as Japan, were presente
In “Voices From The Beyond,”
Anderson has taken a new approach. One
slide of an open road is projected to the
back of the stage. Two lone keyboards and
a fraction of the equipment she possesses
sit to the left of the audience. A continuous
red spot lights up the equipment — rather
like acampfire. The spotlighton Anderson
The subtlety of
rarely changes in intensity.
man
this one-wo
show is meticulous and
carefully orchestrated.
The content of the mostly spoken
“Voices From The Beyond” performance
is laced with sometimes humorous,
sometimes acidic quotes, anecdotes,
criticisms, appreciation, disgust, and
questions about the condition of life in
America and the world. Clearly, this artist
has become
an activist. Her story contained
opinions about the Gulf War, the rights of
women, gay and lesbian rights, racial issues
and politics, George Bush, Jesse Helms
and censorship.
While much of the debate about

of these is Mark Twain (Samuel Clemens).

Clemens, like Anderson, traveled to many
places to simply tell stories. Anderson said
she feels she is an electronic version of this
long-standing tradition.
During her performance Monday night,
she spoke of the storyteller tradition which
is made up several qualities, not the least of
which is the sound of the “teller’s” voice.
Everyone has experienced this — the voice
which speaks with authority, with humility
and with the echoes of other voices and
ideas.
For Anderson, the need to express all
these voices has become possible with the
aid of various electronic devices which she
learned how to use on her own, she said.
These voice filters and other devices allow
her to present her stories in any voice she
chooses.
Anderson said she prefers to experiment
with equipment “that is outof control.” One
piece of equipment she uses is called a Midi
Range Voice Controller. “It’s full of
glitches,” Anderson said, but it allows her
to express herself in a way which is out of
control.

censorship

At the end of her “telling” on Monday

night she concluded with a piece which
used three voices, and other sound altering
devices backed up with powerful
synthesized crescendos which produced an
effect no one in the audience would soon

forget. The power of her voice is what will
be remembered. As might be predicted, the
title of her current tour is “Voices From The
Beyond.”
Anderson has led a terrifically varied and
interesting career. According to her bio,
one of the things she has done is live with
the last remaining Mayan tribe under the
name of “Loscha.” She also hitchhiked to
the north pole and invented for herself a
“video clone to take over press
responsibilities of being a media artist.”
Frankly, you’re just going to have to see the

LOUIS J. CYON/ LUMBERJACK STAFF

Laurle Anderson, with the ald of voice filters, performed her one-woman
storytelling show to a full house Monday night In the Van Duzer Theater.
show for an explanation of this one.
No stranger to university life, Anderson
received a master’s degree in sculpture
from Columbia University. During one
period of her life she taught Egyptian
architecture and Assyrian sculpture at
various City colleges in New York state.
“There was something about being in
those dark rooms, looking at hundreds of
slides of some remnantof a building. I used
to go into a panic about whether I would
actually remember what each individual

in the arts has died down,

Anderson said during her performance
that “there is still an emergency... Being
an artist is the only thing left in the world
that is still free and has no rules.”
While she expressed some hesitations
about the First Amendment, and the case
law which seeks to define it, she said she
was really unsure about what it is that
actually
hurts
people
anymore.
Nonetheless, she expressed concerns about

the political desire to legislate the arts.
“Nothing ever written said they had the
rightto do that,” Anderson said. “They just

slide was about,” Anderson said of her
teaching days.
She then began to make up stories about
each slide, telling tall tales about “some
wacky Pharaoh whose pride caused the
collapseof his state.” She eventually realized
there were legal problems associated with
her approach to higher education — so she
quit the endeavor and began to perform her
“stories.”
In the past, Anderson spent much of her
artistic energiesin pursuit of documentation.

took it.”
She articulately demonstrtheated
illogic
in this political quest — pointing out Sen.
Helm’s objection to Robert Maplethorpe’s
photographs, and in particular the now
famous “Long Dong Silver” portrait of a
black man’s penis “sticking out of a
business suit.” She describedin great detail
how Helmsasked that all pages and women

See Anderson, page 21
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Discover Kinko's.

Star is a student who makes a difference. During the recent Chicano Voices
Festival, CenterArts needed to find three dead deplucked chickens with their
heads and feet still attached to use as a prop for one of the shows. She called
livestock yards, poultry farmers, friends and relatives, 4-H clubs, Future Farmers of America, and every other lead she could think of. Star persisted and three
hours after she began the search for the perfect pollo...Eureka! She did it. Apart
from working in CenterArts, Star is Co-chair of the Jewish Student Union this
semester. She is a child development major.
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Students Who Make a Difference

Association, Student Affairs, University Center, and
Lumberjack Enterprises.
If you would like to nominate a member
of your organization:
CALL OR WRITE TO:

around

j

Open 7 Days
622-8712

gieth & G St.- ARCATA
Te

Open 7 Days
445-3334

5th & V St. - EUREKA
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Rape
° Continued from page 19
the leading female character Marjorie,
played by Toodie Dodgen, and the rapist
Raul, played by David Satlin. Dodgen and

Satlin did an incredible job of creating
anxiety, tension and fear in this scene,
difficult both to do and watch.
Although the play deals with violence
and the depiction of rape, it also covers
other social issues, such as the legal system
and human behavior altered by fear.
The play’s title, “Extremities,”
appropriately refers to Dodgen’s character
who manages to escape Raul’s advances
and become the aggressor herself. Dodgen
gave an intense, believable performance as
a person driven to extreme actions out of
fear and

revenge.

Her

character

is a

demonstration of how the fearful beast
within us can take control at any given time.
Satlin played a convincing Raul, who is
your worst nightmare at one moment and a
squabbling, often humorous baby the next.
The acting of Marjorie’s roommates is
also noteworthy. In particular, Cassandra
Roberts, who played Terry, gavea powerful
performance as a rather flighty, highlyStrung character who had experienced the
torment of rape when she was younger, but
failed to report it.
“Extremities,” directed by HSUgraduate
student Peggy Metzger and theater arts
Professor Charlie Myers, is uncomfortable
to watch at times, but that is its strength.
Although I wish I could change the subject
matter, I cannot change society. Rape is
real and this production of “Extremities”
holds nothing back.
“Extremities” plays tonight through
Saturday at 8 p.m. in the HSU Studio
Theater,
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Anderson
¢ Continued from page 20
on the Senate floor be excused while
distributing reproductions of that photo
to his “fellow” senators.
According to Anderson, the intent of
politicians such as Helms and Dana
Rorabacher is to protect both women
and children. Anderson is then quick to
point out that America, the only country
to have the word “happiness” in its
doctrines, has the worst record in the
world regarding abuses to both women
and children.

Watching a Laurie Anderson story is
something like settling down to read a
good book. At age 44, Anderson
continues to be apowerful spokesperson
for the arts. She is touring her “Voices
From The Beyond” performance while
at the same time working on several
other projects, including two films. In
the phone interview she said, “I need to
feel useful.”
In “Voices From The Beyond” she
mentioned her desire to someday see a
plain, wise old woman replace the
newscasters of the day, to simply talk
and express opinions on whatever she
feels like talking about. Clearly,
Anderson’s fans hope it will be her.

¢ Direct Drive Cro-Moly Fork & Frame
Specialized Air-Gel Saddle

Ground Control Tires
e Alloy Wheels
e Rapid Fire Shifters
4merica’s best loved Mountain Bikes
are here now!...

and Better Than Ever!

Both Stores Open M-Sat

Adventure

10-6pm, Sun

12-5pm

is where you find it!

408 F Street Eureka ° 445-3035
10th & F Arcata ¢ 822-4673

Humboldt State University
Daa Ta areas TARY Ce
RacAuES

~ Mozart: Coronation Mass K.317 — }
with orchestra and soloist
works by Hossler, Lassus, Halmos

Where Can You Get

Humboldt Chorale

A Thanksgiving Feast

The northcoast’s oldest and largest

|

choral ensamble

Fresh Roasted Petaluma Turkey
_
with Applejack-Maple Glaze,
Fruit & Raisin Stuffing, Giblet Gravy,
_ and All The Trimmings...

And the

Humboldt State Scholars
a choral group of men
in concert

or Roast Leg of Lamb with mint sauce,

Conducted by

Kenneth Hannaford

_

* Special Indian Bisque
Soup or Salad «
* Cranberry Relish, Mashed Sweet Potatoes, Vegetables ¢ |
* Choice of Pecan, Key Lime, Apple, or Pumpkin Pie ¢

Humboldt State University

THANKSGIVING DINNER ~ 1:00-8:00pm.

$4 General

$2 Students/Sentors

7

Wwailable at the University Ticket Office,
The New

Outdoor Store;

or Roast Prime Rib au jus, or

Char-Grilled Filet of Salmon w/ Hollandaise,
or Garlic Prawns w/ lemon butter sauce?

November 17, 1991
John Van Duzer Theater

Tickets

_ featuring

Arcata

The Works;

Reservations Suggested * Special Kids Menu
Fureka

Full Bar and Wine Menu * Wed-Sun. 5:30-9:30pm
Highway 101 ¢ Scotia Exit * 764-5685
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Classical music staple of Modern Mandolin Quartet
one self-titled and the most recent,

Gary Langston

titled “Intermezzo,” was recorded
digitally in the Cunningham
Chapel at Notre Dame.
Although the Modem Mandolin
Quartet is the most visible
mandolin quartet playing today, it
is not the first, Marshall said. There
was Classical music written for the
mandolin, but Marshall dismisses
it as lightweight.
“It’s mostly for one or two
mandolins. The level of technique
wasn’t as high as pieces written
for string quartet,” he said.
Also, Marshall said the
instruments themselves weren't
made very well and limited the
composer. MMQ’s instruments
were custom made in Long Island.
“The quality of these instruments
opened up music to us we couldn’t
have played otherwise,” he said.
In the early 1900s there were
mandolin orchestras which used
Gibson instruments and played
ragtime and polka to mostly
teenage
audiences.
These
orchestras still exist in some big
cities, but MMQ steers away from
such music.
Allof the membersof the quartet
started on an instrument other than
the mandolin, and then developed
an interest in the mandolin later.
“The problem is that many
traditional mandolin players don’t

LUMBERJACK STAFF

There isaquietrevolution taking
place in the world of classical
music.
As people grow weary of
traditional classical performances,
they are tuning to artists who are
breaking tradition. One of these
alternatives is the Modern
Mandolin Quartet.
The Modern Mandolin Quartet,
or MMQ, which will perform at

HSU Nov. 16, features Mike
Marshall and Dana Rath playing
mandolins, Paul Binkley playing
mandola, which is the equivalent
of a viola in a string quartet, and
John Imholz playing mandocello,
the equivalent of a cello.
The group was formed in the
mid 1980s by Marshall, who had
previously played with the Dave
Grisman Quartet and Montreux,

both well-known acoustic groups.
He originally played bluegrass on
the mandolin, but realized “‘it’s

PHOTO COURTESY OF WINDHAM HILL RECORDS

The Modern Mandolin Quartet, playing
Saturday in the Van Duzer Theater, consists

possible to play string quartet

music on these things,” he said in

virtuosos Emmanuel

a telephone

mann, Andy

interview

from

his

home in the Bay Area.
Marshall has also worked with
Darol Angerof Turtle Island String
Quartet and is planning a solo
project with him.
Rath is one of the most

Staman

Sheynk-—
and Keith

has studied

San Francisco Symphony/Joffrey

from the ballet “The Golden Age”

Ballet

by Dmitri Shostakovitch
and some
,

and

the

San

Jose

Harris.
Symphony/Cleveland Ballet.
contemporary music written by
Mandolinist/guitarist Binkley
Many of the songs the quartet
composers outside the group.
hasperformedasasoloistwiththe _ playsareclassical pieces arranged
The members of the group don’t
San Francisco Contemporary
for mandolin by the group. But
write their own material, Marshall
Music Players and the San
the program for Saturday’s _ said.“It’slikeamusic appreciation
Francisco Symphony, Opera and
performance also includes three _ course for us for classical music.”

prominent San Franciscomando- _ Ballet.
linists and

of members (from left) Dana Rath, Mike
Marshall, John Imholz and Paul Binkley.

with

songs from theLeonardBemstein

Imholz has performed with the

musical“‘WestsideStory,”apolka

§_ The group has released two

See Quartet, page 23

albumson the Windham Hill label,

|
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on the plaza,
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¢ BEGINNING BASKETRY .................. Steessecenenss .. Sat Nov. 16
BEGINNING CROCHET

HAPPY HOUR
M-TH 5-8P.M.
FRIDAY 4-8P.M.

Bud & Henry's
Anchor Steam
Steelhead Ale
Kamakazi

75¢

$1.50

$3.25

1.25

2.25

5.25

Peppermint Schnapps
Miller

EATEN
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Quartet

to play at folk festivals in Newfoundland
and Finland,

read music,” Marshall said. “These three
guys can play — and read music. It opened
a lot of repertoire to us.”
Marshall was surprised at the favorable
reaction from traditional classical
musicians.
“When the group first started playing we
thought, ‘Oh man, they’re gonna slam us,’””
Marshall said. “But it’s been completely

The

Mandolin

Quartet

WAaPPEN

will

MILLER'S

perform Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Van
Duzer Theater. Admission is $10 general,
$7 students and seniors. For information
and credit card orders call 826-3928.

COLLEGE STUDENT

positive right across the board. They see
that we puta lot of time into it. We enjoy the
music and we enjoy playing together.
“We're being something we're not —
playing legitimate music on illegitimate
instruments,” Marshall said. “‘People either
say, ‘I didn’t know these instruments
existed,’ or, ‘I didn’t know mandolins could
do this.’”

Modern

$089

®

Thursday evenings
Z A Sua & eee
p

9.

Albans Episcopal

Seething special (7 the air
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§ 1675 Chester Ave., Arcata
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PATHFINDER

The group has played across the United
States and in Canada and has been invited

* Continued from page 22

Discover
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Delivery Service

College Of The Redwoods
AROUND
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THE

WORLD

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

ARCATA, CA

1540 G. ST. ARCATA

822-2011

H.I.P.

444-9671

HUMBOLDT COUNTY'S LARGEST SELECTION OF
PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR FOREIGN CARS

STUDENTS

BOOKS

10% OFF ALL IMPORT PARTS

VOICES LOUDER THAN
WORDS: A Second Collection,
edited by William Shore, $11.00.
Twenty-three new works of prose

except sale and special order items

3RD & C STREETS, EUREKA

and fiction donated by their authors

to share our strength and help the
hungry and homeless.

MAUS: A Survivor's Tale, by Art
Spiegelman, $18.00. A cartoonist
trying to come to terms with his
father, and his father's terrifying
story of life in a Nazi death camp.

TROPICAL NIGHT FALLING

by Manuel Puig, $19.00. A fine
translation of an important novel
by the Latin American author of
“Kiss of the Spider Woman” and

“Betrayed by

patagonia
CAPILENE® UNDERWEAR
—
happens. Skiers, sailors, paddlers, fishermen and
climbers are all the same when you get down to it. Capilene®
Underwear, available in tour weights, is uniquely effective at
wicking moisture trom the skin and dispersing it.
You sweat, it works

Rita Hayworth.”

NORTHERN
MOUNTAIN
SUPPLY

COMBAT IN THE
EROGENOUS ZONE, by Ingrid

Bengis, $11.00. Writings on Love,

Hate, and Sex. Yes! Good bedtime
reading, indeed.

THE SAFETY OF OBJECTS,
by A.M. Homes, $9.00. A
rice story of love, angst,
and the search for meaning in
the “burbs.”

5th

& Commercial St.

« Eureka

Open 7 Days A Week « 445-1711
© Patagonia,

Inc.

1990

Photo:

NEWTON MORGAN

OPEN MON.- SAT.
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Sunday Softball
Bombers
No Idea

Jagermeisters
One-eyed Jacks
Monday Softball
Mighty Diamionds
Master Batters

Quaffers
Tuesday Softball
Schmidt Faced
Tomato Heads

A Basketball
X-factor
B Basketball
Hoss & Co.
Brew Crew

$1.00 Kamakazi

ce

$2.50 Long Island Iced Tea
Mon.-Sat. 9 p.m. to midnight
Pin Room
offers

Newly Remodeled
Arcade Room

Daily Happy Hour

HSU Special Events

Video Games ¢ Pool Tables
Dart Boards

Fund Raisers
Clubs Welcome

Your Family Fun Center
Your Hosts: Sal and Laura Tripoli
793 K Streete Arcata

°822-2453¢

Lumpsters
Pancake Batters

KGB Squad
Webejammin

Friday Softball

Cheezers
B Soccer
Rubarb
Wasabi
Best of Worst

sn
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Faculty Allstars

Women’s Basketball

Bums
Grads

50¢ Draft Beer

Green Bowl Packers
6ft. & under Hoops
Fins
Lakers
Ramblers
Excaliber

Wednesday Softball
Black Sox
Chelsea
Thursday Softball

cae

Intramural
Winners!

NOVEMBER PIN ROOM
DRINK SPECIALS
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Alleviate the hassles of
keeping score yourself
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Milk Duds
A Soccer
Great Whites

Team Keystone

Tournament!
Win a Free Turkey!
Sunday Nov 24, 11 a.m.
Heottraton 10: 30 a.m.

surfboards - wetsuits -> Clothing
skateboards - accessories |

Best Estimated 2 Mile Time
~ in the Redwood Bowl

932 9th Street, Arcata, CA
e 822-2680 e
SEIT
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Men’s runners clear path for NCAA title bid
Dave Gatiagher

The team is ranked No. 3 in the nation
going into the Division II National
ademas at Edwardsville, Ill., Nov.

LUMBERJACK STAFF

The HSU men’s cross country team took

another step toward a national championship
Saturday by dominating the Western
Regional Championships at Sonoma.
The team was able
to win without its top
runner, junior Pete Oviatt, who missed the
event due to illness.
“We just ran a smart race where we
stayed behind the teams that started off fast
and we just reeled them in and they faded
away,” said Chris Parmer, one of three
HSU runners who finished in the top 10.

“There are four teams that have a
legitimate shot at winning the championships
and it will depend on who has the better
day,” HSU Coach Dave Wells said.
The teams Wells said would be contending
are HSU, Lowell University, South Dakota
State and Augustana.
Oviatt, who was diagnosed with
mononucleosis, is expected to run at
nationals. He has been running this week
with no ill effects so far.

“It would take close to a nuclear bomb
blast to keep Pete from running in
nationals,” Wells said. “He is the type of
person that will reach inside and use every
ounce of energy to run a good race. If he
says
he wants to race, I will put him in no
matter what. He is that type of runner.”
Oviatt’s absence at regionals didn’t faze
the rest of the team, Wells said.
“We were confident about qualifying,
but we didn’t think we would do this well.
Nearly everyone responded to Oviatt’s
absence by running a good race,” Wells
said. “I think we still have our best race yet
torun next weekend because we have been

improving on each race.”
“The team didn’t seem psyched up for the
race. There was a quiet confidence that
made me feel that we could get the job
done,” Parmer said.
The team placed five of its seven runners
in the top 16. Senior Chuck Mullane placed
third in the region, senior Bill Frampton
fifth, Parmer 10th, senior Mitch Brown 13th
and senior Reed Elmore 16th.
The women’ scross country team finished
seventh in the region but will not go to
nationals. However, junior Denise Walker
qualified individually for nationals with a
seventh-place finish at Sonoma.

Space restraints
put squeeze
on weight room
Peter Finegan
LUMBERJACK STAFF

HSU'’s physical education department is
attempting to make a popular and
Overpopulated weight room accessible to
everyone and concurs with students that the
space is inadequate.
Last week the PE department received
complaints about the men’s crew club, some
50 members strong, taking over the facility
early in the morning on Mondays and
Wednesdays.
“What bothers me is that the recreation
time is limited and the team dominates the
weight room,” said Tim Sims, an editor for
University Graphic Services, who uses the
room. “They already have their time set
aside from 6 to 7 a.m.”
The team has been staying beyond 7
a.m.during the open hour. Last Wednesday,
Intramurals Director Clay Brown and
Strength and Conditioning coach Drew
Petersen cleared the team from the weight
room to make room for others. The team
filed outside, took out their open recreation
cards — and re-entered.
“They're really overstepping their
bounds,” Petersen said. “We made it clear
to them to put away their weights and be out
of there by 7. We’re trying to discourage
them from coming back in there during
open hours as an organized team. It’s sort of
intimidating to others wanting to use the

gym.”
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Wild weekend

Three HSU teams faced the Chico State Wikicats In a
(Top) HSU soccer midfielder
d
ups and downs.
weeofken
Richard Nielsen reacts to Chico goalie Tom

Liner’s

to the
lossha
save. The ‘Jacks finished their season wit
HSU
(Left)
Wildcats 2-0 Saturday and a 2-2 tle Sunday.
volleyball outside hitter Delanne Christensen struggles
to keep the bail in play against Chicointhe Lumberjacks’
Diivementesishenigien “re
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PHOTO COURTESY OF SPUD HILTON

3-0 loss. The team hosts Sonoma State Friday and UC
Davis Saturday in the East Gym. (Right) No. 33 Robert
Caldwell carries the ball in HSU’s 27-19 win at Chico
Saturday night. This Saturday night the ‘Jacks host
San Francisco State In their season finale at Redwood
Bowl. As part of Fan Appreciation Night HSU students
with current |.D.s will be admitted free.
wrwmwmewewowowed

The weight room is open to students from
7-8 a.m., Monday through Friday. Evening
hours have recently been expanded another
hour and a half, leaving the doors open
6:30-10:30 Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, and from 7:30-10:30 Tuesday and
Thursday. Fridays are also open from 10
a.m. - noon and 2-4 p.m. Weekend hours are
Saturday 11 a.m.-6 p.m. and Sunday 1-6
p.m.
“Technically we can be there during open
hours,” crew team coach Phil White said.
“Mondays and Wednesdays are the tough
days. There aren’t enough open hours.”
“It’s pretty contentious of the team to tie
up the equipment from 7-8 a.m. and not let
us use the room before then. It’s a doubleedged digger,” said Jerry Kramer, a junior
Industrial Technology major. “The place is

See Weight room, page 27
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HSU forward Kamika Sherwood, far right, puts his 11th and final goal of the season past Chico goalie Tom Liner in Sunday’s 2-2 tle with the Wildcats.

‘Sher’-shot/ HSU forward has busy season
Gigi Hanna
LUMBERJACK STAFF

HSU soccer forward Kamika Sherwood
could be considered goal-oriented.
Sherwood, a physical education junior,
led HSU in scoring with 11 goals and five
assists for a season total of 27 points in 20
games. He finished fourth in scoring in the
Norther California Athletic Conference.
The Lumberjacks wrapped up the season
with a fourth-place finish in conference
following a 2-0 loss to Chico Saturday and
a 2-2 tie with the Wildcats in overtime
Sunday. Forward Kevin Wiese and
Sherwood scored for HSU Sunday.
PSS

“Kamika
is a rare find in that he is a goal
scorer in what typically is a low-scoring
game,” Coach Alan Exley said. “He has a
sense when there’s going to be a goal, and
he’s there for it. That takes great skill, quick
reaction and a lot of bravery.”
“This season Kamika’s strength was
knowing when to look up when I had the
ball,” Wiese said. “He interlinked with me
on how we moved the ball out.”
But Sherwood is modest about his

successful season.
“() don’t work as hard as the fullbacks
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He accepts that and so does the
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Central Ave.
MckKinieyville

822-2421

Lessee

said. “Kamika’s
role on the team is as the
scorer.
team.”

ae

9th&!I
Arcata

:

years of eligibility, and his maturity added
to the team’s performance
this season, Exley

TAY CH) CHUAN
WINTER

Foreign, Domestic, 4x4

:
:

“He wasn’t focused on getting an
education,” Exley said of Sherwood’s
academic performance in °89. “But he’s a
more mature student now.”

MONDAY, NOV 18: ARCATA - Old Creamery Dancecenter, 1251 9th St.
WEDNESDAY, NOV 20: ARCATA - Old Creamery Dancenter
THURSDAY, NOV 21: FERNDALE - The Veterans Hall, Main St.

;

.

didn’t get enough time on the field,”
Sherwood said. “But when I came back I
told Alan ‘I need play time and I'll produce
for you. If you don’t see it, you can give it
to someone else.’”
After the 1989 season, Sherwood left the
team and HSU to concentrate
on his grades
at Los Medanos Junior College in Antioch,

“Now grades are more important for me
than playing,” Sherwood said. “I wasted a
year at JC playing soccer and I regret it right
now.”
The season Sherwood was gone
was also
the Lumberjacks’ first losing season in eight
years. “Retention is important in a team,”
said Exley, now
in his seventh year coaching
at HSU. “We had a young team and it took
time to rebuild.”
Sherwood came back to HSU with two

The Chineese art of slow motion exercise & meditation

id

i

“When I first came up (to Humboldt) I

Calif.

on the team,” he said. “They’re great.
Scoring is easy. Stopping goals is hard.”
A native of Hawaii, the Concord resident

SSeS

said he didn’t always have such a presence
on the field.
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RESTAURANT
For casual dining...
or take

out

761 8th Street
On the Arcata Plaza

opens 11a.m. to 10p.ra. daily
weekend open at noon

Phone 822-6105
Vegetarian dinners served
Parties welcome ¢ Smoking area available
Additional parking on 7th St. enterance
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:
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$40.00 for ten weeks
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Margaret Emerson

826-9605 or 826-2330
Everything

from T-shirts
to pro-quality clothing

15 to 35% off
Including:

TREIK 2 piece
windbreaker suits!

*SZECHUAN
MANDARIN

*HUNAN
«CANTON

10% Discount On
EVERYTHING!
with student I.D.

CENTER
BICYCLES
“The Bicycle People”
2811 F Street ¢ Eureka * Mon-Sat 10-6 * 443-9861
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“We needa weightroom just forathletes,”
machines out into the adjacent lobby or on
crew team member John Prezalar, a junior _ to the outside porch to find adequate space
in business administration, said.““Oneroom
to exercise.”
is not adequate for the whole school.” _
As part of a proposed $11.5 million
We have more students than the building
renovation of the complex, the PE
was built for,” PE department Chair Barbara
department has proposed a 24-foot-wide
van Putten said. “The facilities — the
loftbeconstructedabove
the room. Aerobics
dance studio, the pool and the gym — are equipment would be moved up into the loft,
all impacted. We have some plans to
freeing space below for weight stations,
remodel, but the money’s not there.”
van Putten said. The loft would cost
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director of HSU’s

$156,000, not including architectural and

engineering fees, Combs said.

Physical

Brown

Services, the weight room in Forbes
Complex serves 2,750 students a year,
including intercollegiate athletes.
“It is physically impossible for students

and Petersen

have

started

enforcing a 68-person occupancy limit in
the weight room to adhere to fire codes.
“I came in here one night and there were
110 people. It was real bad. You could not
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Waking up to the
reality of AIDS
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AIDS is a frightening disease. It’s been clear for some
time that it’s not just a homosexual disease — it can affect
us all.
But even with all the education, all the political fighting
over making the search for a cure or an immunization a
domestic priority, and all the struggles of activists to stop
discrimination against those with AIDS, most Americans
still see the disease as someone else’s problem — namely
the homosexual community.
So it’s not suprising that it took Magic Johnson’s announcement that he is HIV-positive to snap heterosexual
America out of its it-can’t-happen-to-me dreamworld.
This revelation does more than prove that AIDS isn’t just
a gay disease — it screams it to the entire world.
It’s not surprising that all around America, condom sales
are on the rise. It’s not surprising that inquiries about HIV
testing are sending clinic phones everywhere to ringing
off their hooks.
Humboldt County’s HIV-testing sites are no exceptions.
The public health department and Planned Parenthood, for
example, are getting a lot of phone calls from people who
want to get tested.

,

we

ee

And it’s not surprising that a majority of these calls
come from young people — most of them college students.
There is something about being young, strong and

healthy — like Magic Johnson — that makes us think
we’re immune to such unspeakable horrors as AIDS.
But being ignorant to the risks of unsafe sex is as frightening as AIDS itself. And we can’t fool ourselves — a lot
of young people continue to frolic in the excitement of
sexual freedom without any thoughts about their safety, or
the safety of their partners.
Think about this: It’s possible, if not likely, to be HIVpositive for years without knowing it. And having sex
with one person means having sex with all the people that
person has had sex with.
And here’s another thing — condoms aren’t always
good enough. A major step toward true responsibility in
this age of AIDS is to get tested. It’s a reality check that
no one can afford to ignore.
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When I read the letter from Mr. Ratner, I had to
smile to myself. It’s not that I disagree that we
should look at men and women’s abilities and
natures with an egalitarian eye. I wholeheartedly
agree with this. Social change
is not going
to happen
until many more people share this view.
What’s amusing to me is that these men who are
SO quick to scream “reverse sexism” are unable to
see the reality that women have lived with (to this
day) for centuries. He asks us to “Imagine a conference of men who proclaimed, ‘Women step aside.
We men have greater insight than you and we shall
solve problems which you cannot understand.’”
Personally, I don’t find this very difficult. I simply
have to look to the government and institutions of
our United States. In fact, the recent Thomas hearings are an excellent example of this.
Again, I agree that sexism directed toward men is
negative and will not remedy our current situation.
I just feel that men need to remember the reality and
history of sexism, not turn the tables out of guilt and
fear. And maybe they should ask themselves if they
could survive for a week with the discrimination
women live with all their lives.
Nell Damon
junior, sociology
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Reverse discrimination: Let’s not forget the facts

First place, general excellence, 1990, Califomia
Newspaper Publishers Association. Firstplace,
gen-

Lee McCormack, editor | eral excellence, 1990,
11 (Calllornia, Arizona, Nevada and Hawaii) of the Society of ProfesDevanie Anderson ! sional Journalists.

If Professor Ratner was referring to the “Working
Toward Wholeness” conference in his letter of Nov.
6 to The Lumberjack, it was not obvious from his
comments. Our only clue was his reference to the
article about the conference published in the Oct. 30
Lumberjack. What is obvious, however, is that
Ratner shows his lack of understanding of the conference theme.
It is a pity that he did not attend the conference. If
he had attended as did some other men, he would
have learned what the conference was about. It was
not as he said about any one group being more farsighted than another, or about excluding any group

from leadership. Contrary to his accusation of sex-

ismby women, Ratner would have leamed about the
value of diversity, partnering between women and

men and holistic thinking. He would have learned
that the lack of wholeness in our social and ecological structures has resulted from simplistic shortsighted goals and decision-making processes that
deal only with symptomsand not root causes. Ratner
would have learned that the only way we can effectively deal with our social and ecological imbalances is to shift our paradigms of thinking and
behavior and to deal with these issues from a holistic
and partnership perspective.
Sue Y. Lee
professor, biology
co-advisor, Women in Natural Resources & Science

We need ‘Golden’ profs
I was pleased to read in the Nov. 6 Lumberjack
that the university (administration) is finding creative ways tosolve HSU’s problems. HSU’s administrators allocated $170,000 to pay for costs incurred by the Golden Handshake early retirement
program, but unfortunately we need those teachers.
The California Faculty Association recently negotiated acontract to reduce the weighted classloads
for our teachers. By the fall semester of 1994,
teachers will have a maximum weighted classload
of nine units. Next the limit will be 11 units. However, there can no longer be any voluntary overload
on the part of teachers. What this means is that HSU

professors will be teaching fewer classes with larger

numbers of students in the classes they do teach.
Currently, HSU teachers may carry 14.8 units, in
comparison toa campus like CSU San Diego, where
teachers may carry approximately 7 units. Thus,
San Diego will be hit as hard as HSU. In orderto
compensate for this drastic hit, HSU administrators
will be extremely tempted to admit more students to
HSU. There will be more students competing for the
few huge classes that will be offered.
As HSU students we are paying for quality ser-

See Letters, next page

OPINION

Requiem for a revolution
Bea Tomaselll
GUEST COLUMNIST
A man was sentenced to five years of sexual abstinence
by an Oregon judge Oct. 28 for knowingly spreading the
AIDS virus to a girlfriend.
The man was 27-year-old Alberto Gonzalez. The sentence was handed down by District Judge Janice Wilson.
Right on, Judge Wilson.
Gonzalez was a victim of the sexual revolution, a revolution which taught us that sexual gratification supersedes all other concerns.
With the birth of the Pill in the '60s came the demise of
most puritanical taboos against sex. People were free to
use sex for recreation, not procreation. The sexual revolution exploded with a bang and thus began the era of spouseswapping, kinky parties, casual, anonymous sex and love
American-style.
Lo and behold, we soon learned that no source of birth
control — nor its users — was fool-proof. And the legalization of abortion in the early ’70s did not bring with it an
end to the emotional trauma and often guilt
that many couples experience when dealing
with an unplanned pregnancy.
Additionally, the Pill does not eliminate
the perils of venereal disease. Some of
these diseases, when caught early, are
curable via prescription antibiotics.
When notcured in time, they could lead
to sterility. (At least the age of test-tube
babies and surrogate moms was just
around the corner.)
The late-’70s brought the herpes epidemic. Herpes —
unlike syphilis, gonorrhea and love — lasts forever. But
at least it won’t kill you. AIDS will.
With the ’80s and the adventof the AIDS epidemic came
the age of Safe Sex. Prophylactics began to sell faster than
McDonald's hamburgers on a Friday at noon.
But condoms also are not fool-proof. They sometimes
break, or fall off.
One important lesson the sexual revolution
has taught us
is that sex is no longer a matter of partners following their
instincts and doing what comes naturally when the mood
is right. We can’t truly fulfill our deepest sexual desires,
we've been told, until we have read every book, article or
scientific study about you-know-what.
This can lead to performance anxiety. So when the deed
is done
we tum to our partner and sheepishly
ask, “Was it

good for you, too, dear?”
And should we hear the dreaded reply — “No, frankly,
it wasn’t. Pass mea cigarette anyway, will ya?”— the next
day we find ourselves back at the library.

So whatcha gonna do?
One answer: Find yourself a long-term, STD-free
partner who is loving enough to calm any performance
anxiety; and, if you're heterosexual, one that you can
trust to be loving and supportive in the wake of an
unplanned pregnancy.
Another answer, for those who are not part of such a
relationship, is to hop on the wagon with Mr. Gonzalez
and join the Celibacy Revolution.
“WHAT?!” you exclaim, “Give up my God-given
right to sexual satisfaction?!”
Calm down and listen up.
Keith Clark is a Roman Catholic priest who — by
virtue of his career choice — has taken a life-long vow
of celibacy. He has this to say in his article, “Good
Reasons for the Celibate Choice” (Vision °92):

“The fact that I know myself to be.. .horny...does not
mean that I feel compelled to act out
my sexuality in romantic and genital
ways...Pursuing my celibate commitment gives me an experience of freedom to be sexually responsive without having to seek sexual response.”
Celibacy is the ultimate expression
of sexual freedom. Freedom from the worries
of birth control, from STD’s, from performance anxiety. Freedom to enjoy love selflessly, not merely for the pursuit of sexual
self-gratification.
Sex isa beautiful and sensuous expression of
love when shared by people in an intimate, committed,
long-term relationship. But those who are not part of
such a relationship, answer this: Is casual sex worth
dying for?
Sex is a craving much like any other craving that is
not necessarily good for you, such as a yearning for
recreational drugs or for doughnuts. You can either
control the craving and find a healthy substitute or you
can let the craving control you.
An uncommitted single person can express his or her
sensual side via a variety of natural highs: hiking,
meditation, dancing, bungie-jumping, cuddling (best
when done with another) kite flying, deep-muscle
massage (also difficult to do alone), and ceramics are a
few of the many examples.
The sexual revolution was not without its merits. It
brought down our puritanical barriers, ended a lot of
myths and created open dialogue about sexuality
amongst people of all ages. But it’s time to bid a
mourniess farewell to the many negative aspects associated with this passing era.
No doubt Mr. Gonzalez’s ex-girlfriend would agree.
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Talking ’bout
my generation
Let’s face it, our parents were cooler than we are.
Now, I suppose we can take consolation in the fact that
it really isn’t our
fault. After all,
.
®

rebellion is only

Did

| write

natural from generation
to generation, and we simply rebelled ourJohn Hatcher
selves into anera
of geekdom.
A few nights ago, I was watching a PBS documentary,
“Making Sense of the Sixties,” when my mind started
churning about the present generation. I found I was
having a harder time making sense of the 80s.
Granted not everything which the flower children
established was positive. The free-love thing didn’t work
out quite like planned, and I don’t know if Timothy Leary
has enough brain cells left to recall his own zip code.
But sparked by the enthusiasm of the civil-rights
movement, the decade changed the way the world saw
itself.
As one of the talking heads on the video mentioned,
there were in fact very few “hippies” in the ’60s. But the
ideas which spread across the nation were infectious,
especially in the little pockets of white and tight suburbia
where children were aching to break loose.
Inasupreme act of rebellion the ’60s took America out
of the rigid, frightening world of crew cuts, Eisenhower
and paranoia.
It is perhaps easier to analyze the past than the present,

this?

but somehow

e

the children of the ’80s and early-’90s

resemble their grandparents more than their parents.
The flat top is back, and it sits on flat heads.
Of course we can’t completely blame ourselves. After
all, what happened to all those hippies? There’s not
enough room in Humboldt County for all of them.
Instead, it seems the hippies have gone soft as well.
They've traded in their pony tails for suburbia, cellular
phones and a catalogue subscription to J. Crew. Nestled
in front of their entertainment consoles, they have only
their memories and a couple of weathered Crosby, Stills,
Nash and Young albums.
Like the proverbial ostrich, the children of the ’80s
have buried their heads in the sand and just said “no.”
They’ve said no to poverty, no to civil rights and no to
many of the problems which were recognized by the
°60s. This is a generation which would make Nancy and
Ronnie proud.
Sure, there are a few things from the 1980s which can
be proudly remembered. It is now hip to buy toilet paper

Letters to the editor
¢ Continued from previous page
vice. Because the California Legislature has not allocated
more money for hiring new teachers, the CSU campuses
will need to find creative solutions to deal with this new
problem. The HSU administrators manage HSU unlike
any other CSU campus. This is apparent in the innovative
move made with the $558,000 allocated for the temporary
buildings. Unfortunately, this unique system of management, in the face of the recent changes made in the CFA
negotiations, will cost HSU students the quality education
they came to HSU to receive.

John Moore

senior, political science

More shades of green
Question: Why is it that whenever I attend a meeting or
gathering of an environmental group
on campus the majority of those who attend are European Americans?
We recently attended an attempt by the Campus Center

for Appropriate Technology to bring a multicultural per-

spective to the environmental movement at HSU. The
meeting began by all of us introducing ourselves and
stating why we came. It instantly became apparent that
those of us attending came with two separate agendas.
The white students had come in order
to discuss the need
for diversity in the environmental movement. While
many of the people of color who attended came to take
action on existing, diversified projects. Both groups
truly want to see change in the way we interact with the
earth but were at different levels of readiness to work
together. If the environmental movement really wants
to save the earth it has to recognize that three-fourths of
the people on the planet are people of color. Therefore
the only way the movement can achieve its goals is to
diversify. Before can truly diversify, the issue of prejudice must be dealt with on an individual and institutional level. The attitude of “we play on my court by my
rules” must end.
Nell Friedman
senior, theater, physics
Troy Mellott
senior, art, religion

with little “good for the environment” stickers on their
green labels, and we can once again share tuna with the
dolphins. But for the most part this generation has reverted to its flag waving, paranoid ancestry.
Sex is out. Drugs are out. And could you please tum
that darn rock ’n’ roll down?
Don’t look now, but were all in deep pesto. Because
someday all of these dinks and yuppies are gonna get the
urge to reproduce. And like all good children, rebellion
will lurk in their offsprings’ bones.
Maybe they’ll sew a few flags on their butts and shake
things up a bit, as they smash CDs of New Age Music in
the streets.
Who knows, maybe it will happen in the 1990s — it
should be a lot of fun to watch the next revolution.

Yo! drop us a line
Send Lettersto the Editor to The Lumberjack, Nelson
Hall East 6 (the basement). Letters must be received by
5 p.m, Friday, and they must be limited to 250 words.
Please include your name, major, year (or address in the
case of non-students) and phone number.
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on ta. 13-19 Calendar
Fruday

Music
Jambalaya: The Wannabees.
Chelsea Lounge: Irish Session.
North Coast Inn: Bishop Mayfield Band.
International Beer Gardens: ‘“Tonetalk.”
Concerts
Vocal Jazz and Mad River Transit, 8 p.m. in
Fulkerson Recital Hall, $4, $2 students.

Jambalaya: Dr. Ross and the Soul Twisters.
Chelsea’s Lounge (Hotel Arcata): Henry Sherman.
Concerts
Albert Collins, “Master of the Telecaster,” 9 p.m.
in Van Duzer Theater, $15, $12 students.
Theater
“Extremities,” 8 p.m. in the Studio Theater, $5,
$2.50 students. Also Thursday-Saturday.

Music
Jambalaya: Acoustic Talent Night with Jim Silva.
Concerts
Humboldt Chorale, 8 p.m. in Van Duzer Theater,

$4, $2 students.
Et cetera
Eureka branch of the NAACP meets at 3:30 p.m.
at the Cooper Gulch Center, Myrtle and 8th streets.
Canned food donations requested for the mission
Thanksgiving dinners.

Theater

“Saturday, Sunday, Monday,” 8 p.m. at the
Pacific Art Center, 822-0828.

Et cetera

Athletics-sponsored blood drive, all day in the
Forbes Complex lobby.
|
“Water/Sanitation Engineering and English
| Teaching in Nepal,” Peace Corps presentation, 6
p.m. in NHW 232.

Et cetera

1S

Sexual Harassment Awareness Week’s movement/art therapy workshop, 10 a.m. to noon in Gist
Hall 102.
President of Pacific InterTrade Corporation

Music
Jambalaya: Teddy Taylor and Francis Vanek, jazz.
Et Cetera

Robert G. Lees talks, 10 a.m. in the Kate Buchanan |
Room, with questions following.
Jambalaya: Voyager.
Theater
“An Evening with John Muir,” one-man perfor-

mance by Lee Stetson, 8 p.m. in Van Duzer Theater,
$7.50, $5 students.
Et cetera

GLBSA meeting, 7-9 p.m. at the Women’s Center.
Bill Rosse Sr. and Corbin Harney speak on ending
nuclear testing on Western Shoshone land in Nevada,

|

|
|
}
|
|

| 7:30 p.m. in SciB 135, free.
Nissinasia

Help! I’m shrinking! And so will the people’s
knowledge of upcoming events if the information isn’t
at NHE 6 by 5 p.m. this Friday. Bring it on down!

HSU history lesson
Just about this time of the year in 1977, mandatory
credit/no credit grading for activity courses was
proposed after the Academic Senate noted 28.8
percent of the grades given in these classes were
A’s.
Members of the physical education staff opposed
the change, which eventually occurred.
Also in the physical education department, thenstudent Sue Rodearmel was a standout on the
“Swimmin’ Women” team.
Rodearmel went on to become the HSU swim
team’s coach, and since the swim team program
was Cut this year, she has continued to teach
physical education here.

|

Warren Miller’s “Born to Ski,” movie 8 p.m. in
the Kate Buchanan Room, $5, $3 children. Also
plays Saturday at 8 and Sunday at 7.
“Imagery and Themes in Jewelry and
Metalsmithing,” slide lecture by David LaPlantz, 7
p.m. in Art 102, free.
“Healing the Earth, Healing Ourselves,” lecture

Mouday

|

|
|

Gathering to discuss the Green Party, 5-7 p.m. at

|

Folie Douce, 1557 G St., free.

|
|
||
|

“How Can You Find a Black Hole?” physics seminar
by Joseph F. Dolan of NASA, 4-5 p.m. in SciA, free.

by Matthew Fox, 8 p.m. in Van Duzer Theater,

$10, $5 students.
“After Dark,” an outdoor presentation of slide
projections and films with music, 8:30 p.m. on the
comer of 10th and L streets in Arcata, near the
train tracks, free.
Soviet Professor Sergei Nesterov speaks on “The
Soviet Union in Transition,” 6 p.m. in SciB 135.

16

Saturday

Music
Jambalaya: The Bishop Mayfield Band.
Chelsea Lounge: Duncan Burgess.
North Coast Inn: Merv George.
Scotia Inn Lounge: Jamie Parker-Frank.
Concerts
Music Faculty Artist Series presents Stravinski,
including “L‘Histoire du Soldat,” 8 p.m. in
Fulkerson Recital Hall, $4, $1 students.
CenterArts presents Modern Mandolin Quartet, 8
p.m. in Van Duzer Theater, $10, $7 students.
Et cetera

Bread-baking workshop, 10 a.m. at CCAT.
Humboldt Folklife Society’s Contra Dance, 8:30

p.m. at Dows Prairie Grange in McKinleyville, $4,
$3.50, members.

RICHARD BENOIT DDS

|

Jambalaya: The Wiggs.
Et cetera

Wildlife Biologist Ken Strom, slide show and
lecture, “Two Rivers: The Indus of Pakistan and the
Platte of Nebraska,” 7:30 p.m. in the Arcata High
School Auditorium, free.
“Gravitational Lenses,” Harlow Shapely Astronomical lecture with slides, by Joeseph F. Dolan, 8
p.m. in SciB 133, free.

Sports)iy
Volleyball
v. Sonoma State, Friday at 7:30 p.m.
v. UC Davis, Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
Football
v. San Francisco State, Saturday at 7 p.m.
Basketball
Green and Gold intrasquad scrimmage, Thursday
at 7:45.

|

Family Dentistry

“All Ages
*Wednesday Evenings Available

*Preventative and Cosmetic Care

qifiPPY

«Close to the Campus
*Nitrous Oxide

1492 H. Street * (707) 822-7234
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Michelob pitcher only $3

Samuel Adams pitcher

OVER THE BRIDGE

11 - 9 six days a week

1535 G street, Arcata
822 - 1225

only $4.75

CLASSIFIED
OPPORTUNITIES

BUNDY

| fraternity, sorority, or other campus
group can earn between $500-1000 in
less than 7 days. You pay absolutely

nothing. Call: 1-800-735-2077 Ext. 3
SUMMER MGMT INTERNSHIP. Vaiuable experience managing team of
employees, customers and suppliers.
Apply now. Most hiring done by November.
Avg.
student gross profit
$11,287 last summer. Call Triple ‘A’
Student Painters for information 1-800-

RELAXATION

426-6441.

WE’RE LOOKING FOR A TOP fraternity, sorority or student organization
that would like to make $500 - $1500 for
a one-week marketing project right on
Campus. Must be organized and hard
working. Call Kevin or Rich at (800)
592-2121.
12/11

ROCK BAND FOR HIRE! The River
will play anywhere, anytime for $29.95.
That's right!! Only $29.95! Call 8221557.
11/13

FINANCIAL AID FOR
antee 6 to 25 sources.
Student Services, 2521
Eureka, 95521 or call

IF YOU HAVE ASSIGNMENTS THAT
NEED TYPING! call Mearl at
Henderson
443-2996.

Street Word

11/13

processing.
5/6

YOU! We guarWrite Reynolds
Williams Street,
445-9330. 12/11

FOR SALE

NEED IT TYPED? Try Martha's professional word processing service.
Fast, accurate, friendly & reasonable.
Laser printing/disc storage. 445-1814.

KAYAKS, USED AND BARELY USED.
All major models. Great prices. Used
kayak gear. Dry suits. Free instruction
with purchase and access to other beginners. 943-3547.
12/11

2/5
ATTENTION STUDENTS! | will type
your term papers, notes, reports, applications, résumés, etc. quickly, neatly

AIRLINE TICKET: Arcata-San Francisco roundtrip. Leave Nov 27, return

and accurately—in just one day! ($2.50
per page). Contact Cathy at 822-4328.

Dec 2, $180 OBO.

12/11

Lisa 826-2664.

DEAL

O’ A LIFETIME:

35 X 8 dr

mobile trailer-new carpet, kitchen, ap-

pliances and furnished w/o bed. $4500

HELP ME! | need someone to watch
an 18-month-old Wednesdays from
6-7 p.m. That's it!! Please call 8269536. Have a heart!

down from $7500. Call 822-5080. 1113
AMERICAN

AIRLINE

TICKET-Nov.

26th out of Arcata to Chicago O'Hare to

Ft. Wayne, Ind. $200 one way.
826-0400.

Call

PC XT CLONE, 1 MB memory, 2 5.25"
floppy drives, 20 MB hard drive, EGA
color, some software, keyboard. $650.
822-5326 evenings.

FOR RENT
WOMEN STUDENTS: Looking fora
special place to live? Share Our
Home: meals provided, utilities, computer use included, near campus.

Call 822-6896.

THRILLS
A 500' BUNGEE JUMP?? See it in
Warren Miller's new ski film, “Born to
Ski” this weekend at HSU.

FENDER TELECASTER —natural finish, maple neck, only $225!! Must sell!!
Call Travis of The River at 822-5080.

ARIA

PRO

Yamaha

new).

Il STRAY

SE700

CAT

ERE COMEDY NIGHT, Nov. 21,8p.m.
at the International Beer Gardens, 856
10th Street, Arcata. $10 Gen., $5 Students. Tickets available at HSU ticket
office or Beer Gardens.

BASS,

electric guitar

(like

Honda Trail motorcycle $250.

826-9736. (Will trade for accoustic in-

strument.)
1976 VW BUS.
engine, powerful.

FREE
VERY CLEAN, great
$2400.

826-7352.

PERSONALS

Union.

13.57 Om

- Solar Panels.

DOGS!

”SHAPPY HOUR
Every day 4 -8

Safe Products.

Your Choices
:, a
omrenence! “Ee

Sor GnoNE

64 oz. pitchers

Free Munchies 4 - 6 pm Monday - Friday

“yy ~N

Nov . 15
Free to get in

Merv George
Local legend
Dont miss it!

Environmentally Sound Products.
~
- 928 9th St. Arcata .
;

across from the Co-op

Loom

Join our evironmental science
education team!

“822-6972

J
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* California’s largest residential

Glass of draft 75¢

ASLIVE
MUSIC
p
0 Bisho Mayfield

ee

.” ¢Non-Toxic, Environmentally — -

Nov . 16
$ 5Advance tickets
$ GAt the door

outdoor science school
* Located in the beautiful
San Bernardino Mountains

Discover Kinko's

We are looking for the best
instructors!
¢ Complement formal college
course work in science and gain
teaching experience.
* Live with and supervise Sth and
6th grade students.

aapamnnenen’

for a job well done.
When you come to Kinko’'
ou aa restfoe. in the
owled

will be
first

un

time. We're hy

!

concerned with quality
that we offer a complete
geen of ee.

¢ $227.25/wk (starting) plus room

and board, Mon. - Fri.
* Anticipated starting date:
Jan/Feb. 1992 thru June 5, 1992.
* Interviews: Nov. 25 and 26, 1991
held in San Francisco. (Other
dates in Orange County, So. CA)

donee right

on all of our services..
ifs, ands, or buts. So _
come into Kinko's for a
ob well done.
uaranteed.
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HOT

nically Giewn.

Cotton Clothes.

7

FREE

822-3610.

826-3357.

Happy Hour prices from kick off to the end of the game
Jack Daniels Sack Shot $1.25

SALE.

and more!! Callnowto reserve a space:

Savecnment!

Glass of Coors $.75

BAKE

the Thanksgiving weekend. Downhill
and x-country skiing, snowboarding,
Thanksgiving dinner, hot tub, sauna

Help Us Educate
for a Quality

Tequila Touchdowns $1.25

AND

SNOW!! SNOW!! SNOW!! Mount Bacheloris OPEN!! Join Center Activities for

Instructors!

64 Oz. pitchers $3.00

MOVIE

Highly acclaimed “Angry Harvest.” All
invited November 21, 7:30, Gist Hall
221.
Presented by Jewish Student

Call (714) 662-4940

North Coast Inn
4975 Valley West Bivd.- Acata~> (707)822-4861
Hwy. 101 to Giuntoli Exit , turn right!

With this coupon. 20% off on any servive. Not valid
with any other
offer. Expires 12/31/91

(714) 662-4941.
ORANGE COUNTY
DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION
Affirmative Action / Equal Opportunity Employer

the copy center
Open 7 Days
622-8712

Open
7 Days

16th
& G St.- ARCATA
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DEEP

WANTED

Little

Robert Miller, 822-5496.
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EXPERIENCE

for inner exploration, healing and
peace. $40 per 2 hour session. Willow
Dean, M.S. Clinical Psychology; Certified Hypnotherapist. 677-0479. 12/11

make offer.
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SERVICES

SAXOPHONE.

used, pads in good condition. $400 or

| | #1 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE: Your

|

ALTO

Wednesday; November
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& V St. - EUREKA !
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The Lumberjack

Wednesday, Nov. 13, 1991
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1990 Close-Outs
reg. $300

NUNATAK

=d Men’s GORE-TEX

SHELL

rT ~~

_—-e9- $345 «= GALE $245

1990 Close-Outs

=a Men’s GORE-TEX

reg. $325

SALE

$229

reg. $280

SALE

$199

reg. $260

GALE $199

>

JACKET

bees

S
ADVANTAGE

SALE $245

AaaBr

ad Women’s GORE-TEX

ad Men’s GORE-TEX
ADVANTAGE

PARKA

=a Women’s GORE-TEX

CHAMONIX JACKET

Open Weeknights Until 7om e Fridays Late ‘till 8

NORTHERN

MOUNTAIN

SUPPLY

Don’t Waste Your Time Elsewhare...See Us First!

213 F St. Eureka - 1040 H St. Arcata

Open 7 Days A Week e Formerly Northern Surplus

oth
ree

& Commercial St. Eureka e 445-1711

Sale Limited To Stock On Hand e Prices Good Through Dec.
Ist

__/

LIVE FOLK MUSIC ¢ TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS ¢ INTERNATIONAL MAGS, NEWSPAPERS ¢ FROG POND

“A

¢ CAPPUCINO

¢ PASTRIES
¢ FIREPLACE
¢ JUICE BAR
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OPEN EveRY DAY

INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
SUNDAY - THURSDNOON
AY:TO 11P™M
FRIDAY & SATURDNOON
AY:TO 1 AM
— Gift Certificates Available —
CORNER STH & J STREETS, ARCATA © CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

